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The RAis addressed herein were provided to the PWROG via the following documents:
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Reactor Owners Group Topical Report WCAP-17788 'Comprehensive Analysis and Test Program for
GSI-191 Closure,"' April 2016, ADAMS Accession No. ML16078A166.
·
NRC Correspondence, "Request for Additional Information Re: Pressurized Water Reactor Owners
Group Topical Report WCAP-17788, 'Comprehensive Analysis and Test Program for GSI-191 Closure'
(TAC No. MF6536)," June 2016, ADAMS Accession No. ML16105A197.
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RAI-1.1
The method to define debris limits provided in the topical report (TR) is said to apply to all fuel designs in
production by Westinghouse Electric Company and AREYA Inc. (AREYA) as of January 2015, except
for AREYA fuel with the TRAPPER fine mesh filter. This design was not tested as part of the program
even though it is still used in some plants. The TR states:
"The use of the TRAPPER fine mesh filter fuel design in limited quantities would not alter the limits
defined by the methodology."
a.

Provide justification that the limits in this methodology would not be altered if the TRAPPER
fine mesh filter fuel design is in use. Provide any pertinent limitations regarding the presence of
fuel assemblies with this filter in the reactor core.

b. Provide a list of fuel types and designs that were tested as part of the program.
c.

Provide a list of fuel designs that the method in this TR applies to. Include identification and
description of the fuel types, bottom nozzle designs, and spacer grid designs.

d.

What are the evaluation criteria for applicability of this method to fuel designs developed after
January 2015?

Response
a.

As identified in WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 4, the TRAPPER™ fine mesh filter is no
longer in production and was therefore not tested as part of the WCAP-17788 program.
However, fuel assembly designs with the fine mesh filter may still be present in spent fuel pools
of some utilities. While this fuel design will not be used in any batch implementation, individual
assemblies may be re-inserted into cores in lower power locations as may be defined by the core
energy requirements and the cycle design. No more than eight assemblies with the TRAPPER
fine mesh filter would be included in the core at any given time. The use of the TRAPPER fine
mesh filter fuel design in these limited quantities would not alter the in-vessel limits defined by
the WCAP-17788 methodology as described in the following discussion.
The TRAPPER fine mesh filter was used on assemblies that refueled Westinghouse 3- and
4-loop, and Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) plant designs. The assemblies used in Westinghouse
plants had rod arrays of l 7x 17, and B& W plants used assemblies with rod arrays of l 5x 15. The
intermediate spacer grid designs in the assemblies were of a standard, "egg-crate" design. The .
TRAPPER fine mesh filter was not used in Combustion Engineering (CE) or Westinghouse
2-loop (i.e., upper plenum injection) plant designs. Therefore, this RAI response does not apply
to CE or Westinghouse upper plenum injection (UPI) plants.

TRAPPER is a trademark or registered trademark of AREVA. Other names may be trademarks of their respective
owners.
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As described in WCAP-17788, Volume l, Section 4.1, debris transported to the reactor vessel
(RV) is assumed to accumulate in one of two locations: at the core inlet and/or in the heated core
region (in-core). The in-core debris limit is unaffected by the use of the fine mesh filter. The
dimensions and configuration of the fuel assembly above the lower end fitting (LEF) (i.e., rod
diameters, pin and assembly pitches, number of fuel rods and control rod guide tubes) are the
same for fuel designs that use the TRAPPER or FUELGUARD™ LEF in any given plant.
Testing described in WCAP-17788, Volume 6 showed that debris capture and head loss at spacer
grids used in assemblies with the same flow area were similar. For example, l 7xl 7 fuel
assemblies use either the RFA grid type of the HMP™ grid type. The RFA grid type has a single
piece of metal forming the grid strap, whereas [
forming the
grid strap. The results of the grid capture discussed in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 5.2.5
indicate a similar pressure drop for these two different grid designs. Therefore, only debris
accumulation at the core inlet need be considered in this evaluation.

re

With regard to the core inlet, testing described in WCAP-17788, Volume 6 showed that the
limiting scenario occurred when debris accumulated at the leading edge of the LEF.
Figure RAI-1.1-1 and Figure RAI-1.1-2 show the FUELGUARD (which was tested .in the
WCAP-17788 program) and the TRAPPER fine mesh filter (which was not tested) as seen from
below, which is the direction that debris would approach. From this perspective, both LEFs are
flat screens with rectangular or square openings. The openings in the TRAPPER fine mesh filter
are [
t'e The openings in the FUELGUARD LEF are [

re

FUELGUARD is a trademark or registered trademark of AREVA. Other names may be trademarks of their
respective owners.
HMP is a trademark of AREVA. Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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Figure RAI-1.1-1

Photog~aph

ofFUELGUARD Lower End Fitting
a,c

Figure RAI-1.1-2 Photograph of TRAPPER Fine Mesh Filter
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Debris accumulation at the core inlet can be divided into two time frames; before chemical
precipitate formation (i.e., the debris bed is composed of fiber and particulates only) and after
chemical product formation. The methodology in WCAP-17788 assumes that complete core inlet
blockage occurs once chemical products have formed regardless of how much debris has
accumulated on the LEF. The use of either the TRAPPER fine mesh filter or the FUELGUARD
will not affect the evaluation after chemical product formation. Therefore, only the time before
chemical product formation need be examined further.
The subscale testing in WCAP-17788, Voiume 6 indicated that only a small amount of fiber
penetrates· through the core inlet during the early stages of debris bed development ( [

re

WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 5.2.8). Testing done with the FUELGUARD LEF indicated
similar results; during the initial phases of debris introduction, a small amount of fiber will pass
through the core inlet. However, the fiber capture efficiency at the core inlet becomes
nearly 100,percent after a small amount of fiber accumulates. Consequently, the majority of the
fiber that reaches the core inlet is captured by the FUELGUARD. Since the TRAPPER fine
mesh filter has smaller openings than the FUELGUARD, it is expected that it will capture the
'
same or only slightly more fiber tha:n the FUELGUARD LEF.
Subscale testing also determined that capture geometry has a strong influence on the pressure
drop across the debris. bed. The TRAPPER and, FUELGUARD can both be considered flat
screens, which would suggest similar pressure drops under similar debris loads. But, since the
open area through the TRAPPER fine mesh filter is different from that of the FUELGUARD
LEF, the following calculations determine the resul~ing pressure drop difference through the fiber
and particulate debris bed that collects on the leading edge of the fine mesh filter relative to the
FUELGUARD.
WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Equation 6-1 calculates the equivalent form-loss coefficient for a given
fiber mass:

2gcdP

Ktest

= --2-,
pv

WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Equation 6-1

where v is the average superficial velocity through the debris bed as defined by WCAP-17788,
Volume 1, Equation 6-2:
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WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Equation 6-2
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Rearranging and solving for dP, the ratio of pressure drop through the FUELGUARD (dPicsi.FG)
to the .expected pressure drop through the TRAPPER fine mesh filter (dPiesi.fine mesh) for the same
fiber mass yields:

dPtest,fine mesh
dPtest,FG

l
( Acolumn

G:

1

+ Atine mesh
1 + _1_) 2

column

)

2

AFG

As reported in WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 6.3.3, Aco 1 ~ is 16 in 2 and AFG is [
]a,c
While the TRAPPER fine mesh filter was not tested, the LEF flow area of a similar test piece
would be [
]a,c Substituting these values into the above equation,

r

[

This result indicates th.at the expected pressure drop across a debris b~d on the TRAPPER fine
mesh filter is approximately [
thari the pressure drop across a debris bed on
the FUELGUARD for the same fiber mass.·' This, of course,· assumes that the flow rate through
the fine mesh filter remains the same as that through the FUELGUARD during the debris
accumulation period. This means that for the same pre.ssure drop across the core inlet, smaller
amounts of fiber will accumulate on the TRAPPER fine mesh filter relative to the
FUELGUARD LEF. The reduction in fiber mass at core inlet locations with the TRAPPER fine
mesh filter can be approximated by using the equations in WCAP-17788, Volume 1,
Section 6.3.3 for fiber load as a function of Kiest and Keq for.AREVA fuel.

re

WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Figure 6-13 shows the fiber load as a function of Keq for AREVA fuel.
WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Table 6-4 identifies the equations for the curve fits shown on
WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Figure 6-13 as a series of three linear fits. In order to obtain the
maximum fiber load for a plant category, Keq from the subscale testing is set to Kmax from the
WCAP-17788, Volume 4 thermal-hydraulic (TH) analyses, and the linear equations are
rearranged to solve for fiber mass. The results are shown in WCAP-17788, Volume l, Table 6-5.
For the TRAPPER fine mesh filter, Keq is reduced as described above. To obtain an acceptable
core inlet fiber load for the fine mesh filter, Kmax is reduced by a similar amount and the linear
equations are solved. For Westinghouse upflow barrel/baffle plants, this process is as follows:

[

r

'-
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The maximum acceptable fiber load falls within Regime 2, so:

[
Similarly, for Westinghouse downflow barrel/baffle plants:

[
The maximum acceptable fiber load falls within Regime 2, so:

r

[
For B& W plants:

[

r

The maximum acceptable fiber load falls within Regime 3, so:

[
However,

r
]a,c is larger than the. maximum amount of fiber tested, which was

The new fiber loads and the limited number of assemblies can be used to estimate the decreased
fiber load when up to eight fuel assemblies with the TRAPPER fine mesh filters are included in
a core. For the Westinghouse 4-loop plants, there are 193 fuel assemblies in the core. For
Westinghouse 3-loop plants, there are 157 fuel assemblies in the core. For B&W plants, there are
177 fuel assemblies in the core. Using the smaller number will result in a larger fraction of fine
mesh assemblies and a more conservative fiber load. Therefore, eight of these assemblies would
be TRAPPER and 149 would be FUELGUARD.
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Using the maximum fiber loads from WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Table 6-5 for the FUELGUARD
assemblies and the above values for the fine mesh assemblies, the core average debris load for
Westinghouse upflow plants would be:

r

[
which is a decrease of [
assemblies.

]a,c compared to a core that contains only FUELGUARD

Similarly, for Westinghouse downflow plants, the core average debris load would be:

[
which is a decrease of [
assemblies.

r

re compared to a core that contains only FUELGUARD

Since the B&W core can tolerate more debris than was tested, the core average reduction would
be on the same order of magnitude or smaller.
Based on the above calculations, it is clear that including up to eight fuel assemblies with the
TRAPPER fine mesh filter . would have a· negligible effect on the limits defined by the
methodology described in WCAP-17788, Volume 1. Therefore, a core loading pattern can be
designed with up to eight fuel assemblies with the TRAPPER fine mesh filter without needing to
account for them explicitly.
b. A variety of grid and fuel inlet components were tested as part of this program. The selected test
geometries are representative of the fuel products currently in use. The tested fuel features, as
summarized in WCAP-17788 Volume 6, Table 3-2, are provided below.
Westinghouse Manufactured Fuel Components:
•

Tested Bottom Nozzle (BN) Designs: RF A Debris Filter Bottom Nozzle I Protective grid
(P-grid)

•

Tested Grid Designs: RF A, OF A, and UFA

AREYA Manufactured Fuel Components:
•

Tested Lower End Fitting Design: FUELGUARD

•

Tested Grid Design: High Mechanical Performance Fuel Assembly Grid (HMP)
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The Westinghouse manufactured fuel designs that the WCAP-17788 method applies to are shown
in Table RAI-1.1-1. The AREY A manufactured fuel designs that the WCAP-17788 method
applies to are shown in Table RAI-1.1-2.

Table RAI-1.1-1 Applicable Westinghouse Fuel Designs
Fuel
Assembly
Pitch (in)

Fuel Array

Fuel Assembly
Flow Area (in 2)

Fuel Rod OD
(in)

Bottom
Nozzle Hole
Dia. (in)

Debris Grid
Filter Design

· a,c

14xl4 422V+

NA

15xl5 UFA

P-Grid

16xl6 STD

Guardian

16xl6 CE

Guardian

. 16xl6 NGF

Guardian

·17xl70FA

P-Grid

17xl7 RFA

P-Grid

17xl7XLRFA

P-Grid

17xl7NGF.

.

P-Grid

Table RAI-1.1-2 Applicable AREVA Fuel Designs
Fuel
Assembly
Type

Plant Type

Mark-BHTP-1

B&W

15xl5

Advanced
Wl7HTP

Westinghouse

17xl7

Wl7HTP

Westinghouse

17xl7

Wl7HTP

Westinghouse

17xl7

Wl5HTP

Westinghouse

15xl5

CE16HTP

CE

16xl6

CE15HTP

CE

15x15

CE14HTP

CE

14xl4

Rod
:~itch

Lattice

.

· (in)

Rod
Diameter
(in)

Intermediate
Grid Type

Bottom
Grid
Type

.

d. Response to RAI-1.ld is not included in this transmittal. Response to this RAJ will be
transmitted at a later time.

Lower End
Fitting

. a,c

.
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RAI-1.2

The trends in Figures 6-4, 6-6, and 6-8 show that as the resistance at the core inlet (K-Ksplii) increases, the
flow through the alternate flow paths increas~s for various emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
recirculation flow rates.
a.

As seen in Figure 6-4, there is a nearly vertical ramp in the fraction of ECCS flow through the
upper head spray nozzles (UHSN) at K-Ksplit of about 10,000 for a flow rate of 40 gallons per
minute (gpm) per fuel assembly (FA). What is the reason for this sudden increase in the UHSN
flow fraction amounting to about 15 percent of the maximum observed value?

b. Figure 6-6 shows results of the Combustion Engineering analysis. Explain why the results are
widely scattered compared to those depicted in Figures 6-4 and 6-8 where the results show less
data scatter for each ECCS recirculation flow rate. Describe the reason for the observed behavior
of the 12.5 gpm/F A results in Figure 6-8 associated with a change in the eXhibited trends and a
steep increase in the barrel/baffle flow fraction for K-Ksplit between 5,500 and 6,000. Explain why
the results in Figure 6-8 contain a significant amount of data points that are considerably different
from the general trends, especially in the 2000-4000 K-Ksplit range.
_Response

a.

Response to RAI- l.2a. is not included in this transmittal.
-transmitted at a later time.

Response to this RAI will be

b. Response to RAI-l .2b: is not included in this transmittal. Response to this RAI will be
transmitted at a later time.

,•
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RAI-1.3

On page 6-24, the particulate to fiber (p:t) ratio is calculated,
a,

The TR states that the calculated particulate to fiber (p:t) ratio represents the limiting case and the
expected p:f ratios are less than the calculated result. What assumptions were used in the
calculation to ensure it is the limiting result?

b, Provide references and/or further justification to show the ratios expected are less than the
calculated result.
c,

Section 6.4.3.2 discusses sources in open literature that indicate the addition of suspended
particulates in a fluid will improve heat transfer. Were the results of these experiments based on
mass or volume? Justify the applicability of these ~esults to the expected core conditions
considering quantitative particulate characteristics such as shape, size, and density along with
their distributions as appropriate.

Response
a.

As stated in Response l.3b below, the calculated particulate-to-fiber (p:t) ratio is actually lower
than what could be in the core region and is merely provided for illustrative purposes. The
statement on WCAP-17788, Volume 1, page 6-24 that p:f ratios expected in the core are less than
that calculated is being revised.

b.

During the review of this RAI, it was noted that the p:f ratio calculated on WCAP-17788,
Volume 1, page 6-24 was done incorrectly. It is stated on WCAP-17788, Volume 1, page 6-23
that ,"above 35 percent concentrations, core heat transfer may be affected." However, the
35 percent value should have been 30 percent based on the discussion in the first paragraph of
WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 6.4.3 .2. Further, the final p:f ratio·was inadvertently based on
the concentration of debris in solution, not the mass of particulates in solution. The corrected
calculation is presented here beginning with WCAP-17788, Volume l, Equation 6-10:

[

r

tJ
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The concentration of debris per FA is then:

r

[
The corresponding p:f ratio is then [

The error identified above also affects the volume of liquid displaced by debris. The amount of
liquid above the top of the core was conservatively determined to be greater than [
]"·c in
WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 6.4.3.2. The volume of debris at the condition calculated
above is:

r

[

Therefore, even if all of the debris is concentrated above the core, the amount of liquid displaced
is not sufficient to reduce the core mixture level below the top of the core.
The p:f ratio calculated above implies that plants must show that they are below this value in the
core region. However, the p:f provided above is lower than what could be tolerated in the core
region and does not represent a particulate limit for the following reasons.
I. First, the p:f ratio calculated above is calculated as if the maximum fiber load of
has reached the heated core. Many plants will not reach this fiber load as
an allowable limit, because some amount of fiber will be captured at the core inlet.
Lower amounts 6f fiber in the heated core will result in larger p:f ratios for the same
amount of particulate.

[

re

2. The total mass of particulate in the core that is used to calculate the p:f ratio above is
minimized using the following assumptions.
a.

The volume of liqui~ in the heated core was minimized by using the following
conservative inputs. As stated on WCAP-17788, Volume I, page 6-23, the core
void fraction was assumed to be 0.5. The WCAP-17788, Volume 4 TH analyses
indicate that a smaller void fraction is expected at the time that liquid will enter
the core (see response to RAI-1.10 for further details). Further, the volume of
fluid above the bottom of the hot legs was neglected even though a weir height is
required to push liquid out of the break. Finally, the flow area used in the
analysis was from the CE plants, which have the smallest core flow area. Larger
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liquid volumes in the heated core would allow more particulate to be present
without compromising core cooling, which would result in larger p:f ratios.
b. The volume of debris was maximized by assuming the minimum density of
particulates. Since the volume of debris is determined by dividing the mass of
particulates by the density of particulates, a lower density increases the volume
of particulates in the region and minimizes the volumetric concentration.
c.

No accumulation of debris at the core inlet was assumed. That is, the calculation
of the maximum particulate mass in the vessel assumed that all particulate
reached the ht!ated region.

d.

All of the debris is assumed to remain in suspension in the heated core region.

e.

No debris was assumed to exit the break.

These assumptions ensure that the mass of particulate allowed in the core is minimized.
Realistically, more particulate can be tolerated.
Therefore, the p:f ratio provided above is lower than what could be in the core region and is
merely provided for illustrative purposes.

r'

As a consequence of this RAI response, the following changes will be made to WCAP-17788,
Volume I, Slion 6.4.3.2, starting after Equation 6-10:

The concentration ofdebris per FA is then:

[
The corresponding particulate-to-fiber (p:j) ratio is then [

r
j°'c

The p:fratio provided above is lower than what could be in the core region and is merely
provided for illustrative purposes. Given the p:fratio calculated above, the concentrations
expected in the core are within the range ofconditions studied in the literature. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the addition ofdebris in the core that remains in suspension will not degrade
the ability of the core fluid mixture to remove core decay heat.
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The debris will displace water, which if great enough can have an effect on core cooling. If
sufficient debris is present to effectively reduce the core mixture level below the top of the core,
.then core cooling may be compromised. The amount of liquid above the top of the core was
conservatively determined to be greater than [
j°'c The volume ofdebris at the limiting
condition calculated above is:

[

r

Therefore, only if all of the debris is concentrated above the core can the amount of liquid
displaced be sufficient to reduce the core mixture level below the top of the core. For the
particulate loads expected (i.e., less than half of that calculated above) the core will not uncover.

c.

Particulate matter is generally variable in its makeup, origin, concentration, and size distribution.
During ECCS sump recirculation, the particulate that enters the core will be dependent upon the
strainer filter and the upstream sump conditions. The size and distribution of particulate that are
expected to pass through the sump strainer are discussed in WCAP-17788, Volume 6,
Section 3.9.2.
In the context of WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 6.4.3.2, the key concern is that the particulate
does not impede heat transfer. Experiments indicate that particulates suspended in fluid actually
enhance heat transfer, because they interact with the wall boundary layer to promote mixing and
enthalpy exchange. The enhancement is generally diminished for increasing volumetric
concentrations above 30 percent.
The mixing effectiveness is impacted by the size and shape of the particulate. Size is the more
important parameter, with smaller size particles being most effective for solutions with the same
concentration. Reference 6-5 in WCAP-17788, Volume l indicates that smaller particle results
are more effective for heat transfer and heat transfer degradation is not expected until higher
concentrations are reached for a range of particulate sizes. This reference demonstrates heat
transfer enhancements of 25 percent for particles that are 100 µm in diameter; for 30 µm particles,
the enhancement was as much as 170 percent. As discussed in WCAP-17788, Volume 6,
Section 3.9.2, the majority of particulates expected in the RCS range in size from 10 µm to
approximately 80 µm. Since this range is less than 100 µm, the heat transfer due to the presence
of particulates is expected to be enhanced by more than 25 percent. Therefore, the size of
particles do not impact the values set for volume concentration to avoid heat transfer degradation.
The reference experiments are generally based on spherical shaped particles with the expectation
that non-spherical shapes would be more effective for mixing.
The experiments referenced indicate that heat transfer is enhanced by particulate up to a
30 percent volumetric concentration. These convective heat transfer enhancements are significant
with the effect on the specific change in overall material property being secondary. The point of
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concern for the analysis of sump recirculation is when the particulate concentration results in an
overall degradation of heat transfer. The 30 percent volumetric concentration point is
conservatively taken to be the critical point even though heat transfer degradation may not be
significant until higher concentrations of particulate are present.
The particulate density will have a wider distributfon relative to the fiber density. While the
experiments are based on volumetric concentration, the p:f ratio is based on mass with dust-like
particulate assumed. Assuming a minimum density (corresponding to dust-like particles) for the
particulate maximizes the volume and therefore results in a conservative p:f ratio (see response to
Part b of this RAI). In other words, a lower particulate volumetric concentration would exist if
the particulate for the determined p:f ratio were denser than assumed, and thus, the chance of
reaching the point that heat transfer is degraded is decreased further.

..
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RAI-1.4

For the hot leg break (HLB) methodology, it is assumed that all fiber that enters the reactor vessel (RV)
remains in the RV and any fiber diverted to the containment spray system will return to the sump. Given
these assumptions, Equations 6-16 through 6-19 are simplified to equations 6-20 through 6-23,
accordingly. The TR states a utility may use "information about these parameters" instead of taking these
assumptions. Under what conditions would alternate assumptions be used if plant-specific information is
available? What would this information include? Provide an example calculation where a utility uses
plant-specific information for these parameters instead of the assumptions provided to solve the system of
differential equations.

Response
The terms l; and y in Equations 6-16 through 6-19 of WCAP-17788, Volume 1 are defined as the bypass
fraction through the reactor vessel (RV) to the break and the bypass fraction of fiber that transfers from
the containment spray system (CSS) to the sump, respectively. The calculation process defined in
WCAP-17788 sets l; to zero and y to one to provide additional conservatism in the calculation of the final
debris limits by specifying that no debris exits the break and no debris is held up in the CSS. These
assumptions are then used along with the assumptions that ECCS flow after sump switchover and the
sump strainer bypass efficiency are constant to solve Equations 6-16 through 6-19.
While the above approach produces conservative results, utilities may be able to justify different values
for the terms l; and y either through engineering analysis or testing. If they choose to do so, then they will
have to develop and provide the basis in a plant-specific application. Further, a utility may wish to
provide time-dependent values for ECCS flow rate, 11, l; or y as well. Along with justification for the time
dependence, the solution to Equations 6-16 through 6-19 must also be resolved to provide appropriate
equations for implementation in the method. At present, the PWROG is not aware of any utility that may
desire to credit debris out the break or hold up in the CSS. However, the option should remain for them to
take this path, provided that it can be justified and subsequently accepted by the NRC staff.
In order to clarify the above discussion in WCAP-17788, Volume 1, the following changes are provided to
Section 6.5.3, pg. 6-33, third paragraph:
With the assumption of(equal to zero, requal to 1.0, constant ECCS flow rate after sump switchover
and constant strainer efficiency, the general equations used to govern fiber transport are simplified into
equations 6-20 through 6-23.
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RAI-1.5
For upper plenum injection plants that utilize cold leg recirculation to control boric acid concentration
within the core, provide an example of how the debris quantity entering the cold side of the reactor
coolant systems (RCS) is calculated and checked against the core inlet fibrous debris limit. In the example
. include how the calculation is performed, each step of the calculation, and how the outcome is used.

Response
The tracking of debris through the reactor vessel for upper plenum injection (UPI) plants is calculated in
accordan.ce with the methodology defined generically in WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 8.1.3.
Upper plenum injection flow is treated consistent with hot leg recirculation .flow as described in the
generic methodology; therefore, it is assumed that all fiber suspended in the incoming UPI recirculation
flow is delivered to the heated core region of the vessel. For a 2-loop UPI plant, cold leg recirculation is
provided by the high head safety injection (HHSI) pumps. This can give rise to a simultaneous injection
period during which low head safety injection (LHSI) is delivered to the upper plenum and HHSI is
delivered to tht'.. cold leg. The incoming cold leg recirculation flow is assumed to deposit all susperided
fiber at .the core inlet, as no alternate flow paths are credited for UPI plants.
The mass of fiber within the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) recirculation flow is calculated as a
function of the ECCS flow rate, sump strainer bypass fraction, containment spray flow rate, and total
system liquid mass.
Figure RAI-1.5-1 provides the results of a sample calculation for a UPI plant hot leg break case. The
significant input parameters for this case are summarized in Table RAI-1.5-1. Figure RAI-1.5-1 shows
that fiber is only being collected in the heated core region prior to the initiation of simultaneous injection
to the cold legs, consistent with the methodology outlined in WCAP-16793-NP-A, Revision 2
(Reference RAI-1.5-1). As simultaneous injection to the cold legs is initiated at 19,800 seconds.' all of the
fiber being carried with the cold leg flow begins to collect at the core. inlet. The core inlet fiber
concentration is compared directly to the UPI plant core inlet limit of [
t'c This limit is selected
such that the formation. of chemical products does not result in the total blockage of the core inlet
(Reference RAI-1.5-1 ); therefore, the time at which chemical products form (referred to as !chem) is not of
significance for UPI plants. If the resulting fiber concentration at the core inlet remains below this limit,
then adequate flow is provided to the core to support decay heat removal and boric acid precipitation
control.

"
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Table RAI-1.5-1 Input for Sample 2-Loop UPI Hot Leg Break Calculation
Initial Sump Fiber Loading

1240 gram/Fuel Assembly

Upper Plenum Injection Flow Rate

1400 gpm

Cold Leg Recirculation Flow Rate

1000 gpm

Simultaneous Injection Switchover Time

19,800 sec (5 .5 hr)

Sump Volume

550,000 gallons

Number of Fuel Assemblies

121

Fuel Vendor

Westinghouse

Plant Type.

'

Strainer Bypass Fraction

Westinghouse UPI
5 percent
a,c

Figure RAI-1.5-1 2-Loop UPI Plant Sample Case
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References
RAI-1.5-1

WCAP-16793-NP-A, Revision 2, "Evaluation of Long-Term Cooling Considering
Particulate, Fibrous and Chemical Debris in the Recirculation Fluid," July 2013.
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RAI-1.6

Do the thermal hydraulic evaluations that calculate peak cladding temperature consider the effects
evaluated in the loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) deposition model, (e.g., crud deposition on the fuel,
fiber buildup at the spacer grids)? If not, would the effects be significant?

Response
The thermal hydraulic analyses performed do not consider the effects evaluated in the LOCA deposition
model (LOCADM), such as crud deposition on the fuel or fiber buildup at the spacer grids. The thermal
hydraulic simulations provided in WCAP-17788, Volume 4 have demonstrated that if a debris-induced
secondary heatup occurs, it is expected to occur early in the transient before a significant quantity of
fibrous debris has reached the heated core region. This is because the debris-induced heatup is driven by
debris collection at the core inlet prior to activation of the alternate flow path (AFP). As such, only
fibrous debris that penetrates the core inlet reaches the heated core region. Head loss testing presented in
WCAP-17788, Volume 6 demonstrates that the quantity of fibrous debris penetrating the core inlet is
small and significant fibrous debris quantities are not available to collect within the spacer grids. When
the AFP is activated, chemical precipitates have not formed as demonstrated in WCAP-17788, Volume 5.
As such, the deposition of chemical products in the heated region of the core will not occur before or
during the debris-induced secondary heatup predicted by the thermal hydraulic analysis. Given that the
timing of debris deposition in the heated core region occurs after the debris-induced secondary heatup due
to debris buildup at the core inlet, the thermal hydraulic analysis results are not impacted by LOCADM
evaluations.
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RAI-1.7

In Section 4 of the TR, the timing for chemical effects is not clearly described. Volume 5 recognizes six
hours as the default timing. Section 4 states 24 hours is the maximum timing. Just above the 24 hour
timing it is stated that approximately four to six hours is assumed. Section 5, "Major Assumptions," also
states 24 hours. Clarify what the timing of chemicals is and the reason for the listed discrepancies in the
TR.

Response
The time at which chemical precipitates form is plant specific, and to better understand the timing of
precipitate formation, significant autoclave testing was completed as part of this program. The autoclave
testing described in WCAP-17788, Volume 5 determined the earliest time at which che.mical precipitates
are expected to form. This time is defined as tchem and is an input parameter to the method for
calculating the hot leg break in-vessel debris limit. The autoclave testing took fluid samples at 2, 4, 6, 8,
and 24 hours and analyzed the samples to determine if chemical precipitates had formed. Overall, only
one plant group showed chemical effects in the 6 hour fluid sample, meaning that chemical products may
have formed just after 4 hours for this plant group. All other plant groups showed chemical effects only
after 6 hours and in many cases chemical effects were not identified at the final sampling time of
24 hours.
In WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 4, it is stated that the hot leg break method assumes that chemical
precipitates form at 24 hours if they .didn't form earlier. This assumption is required because the
autoclave testing ended at 24 hours. Since the autoclave testing did not determine the time of chemical
effects beyond 24 hours, the hot leg break method assumes chemical.precipitate formation, and complete
core inlet blockage at 24 hours, since applying an earlier time (i.e., 24 hours instead of> 24 hours) for the
occurrence of complete core inlet blockage is conservative. This is consistent with the statement made in
WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 5, Major Assumptions, regarding the timing of chemical effects.
In WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 4, it is also stated that the method assumes that all chemical
precipitates are sufficiently delayed and do not form until after a critical point where sufficient cooling
occurs as a result of flow directed through the alternate flow paths (AFPs). Total core blockage due to
debris and or chemical effects after this point (approximately 4 to 6 hours) is assumed. The 4 to 6 hour
time period is provided a5 an indicator of the earliest possible time that chemical effects are expected.
Since the autoclave testing took fluid samples at 4 and 6 hours, if chemical effects were identified in the
6 h\:)ur sample, it must be assumed that chemical effects could have occurred just after the 4 hour sample
was taken.
To provide clarity regarding the discussion on chemical effects timing, the last paragraph on page 4-1 in
WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 4 will be revised as follows:

Formation of chemical precipitates must also be considered. As described previously, the in-vessel fiber
evaluations documented in WCAP 16793-NP-A Rev. 2 (Reference 4-1) demonstrated significant head loss
in the presence of the chemical precipitate surrogate used during testing, thereby limiting the fiber
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quantities. In the present effort, the method assumes that all chemical precipitates are sufficiently delayed
and do not form until after a critical point where sufficient cooling occurs as a result of flow directed
through the AFPs. Based on autoclave testing described in Volume 5, the earliest time that total core
blockage due to chemical effects is expected to occur is 4 hours. In all cases, this method assumes that
chemical precipitates form at 24 hours if they don't form earlier.
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RAI-1.8
The discussion in Section 4.3 of the TR states that the maximum fiber limit defined in Section 7.1 is
based on the following facts: 1) fiber loads at or below the limit will not form a contiguous bed at the core
inlet, 2) the pressure drop through the regions of the core inlet with a fiber and particulate bed is
negligible, and 3) the addition of chemical precipitates will not further impede flow into the core.
Questions related to Fact· 1 will be included in requests for additional information for Volume 3.
Reference 4-1 di.d not explore what the head loss across a debris bed might be without the consideration
of chemical effects. The head losses for cold leg break flows, measured with chemical effects and
18 grams of fiber, were significant when compared to the available driving head., Please describe how it
was determined that the pressure drop across the core inlet is negligible as stated in Fact 2 above.

Response
The statement that the pressure drop across regions of the core inlet with a fiber and particulate bed is
negligible is based on experimental head loss data performed at low flow conditions. The head loss
testing reported in WCAP-17057-P, Revision 1 (Reference RAI-1.8-1) to support WCAP-16793-NP-A,
Revision 2 (Reference RAl-1.8-2) did explore head loss due' to fiber and particulate debris under low flow ·
conditions representative of large cold leg break scenarios. Table G-2 in Reference RAl-1.8-2 indicates
that five Westinghouse tests were completed using 18 g of fibrous debris per fuel assembly (g/F A) at a
constant flow rate of 3 gpm and varying particulate loads. These tests are CIB29, (:IB30, CIB31, CIB32,
and CIB33. The order of debris addition in these tests was particulate, followed by fiber, then chemical
products. Since the fiber and particulate bed was allowed to form before the addition of chemical
precipitates, the measured head loss just before the chemical product addition is representative of a fiber
and particulate composite debris bed. Head loss results before chemical product addition from the tests
identified above are provided in Table RAI-1.8-1. As the table shows, debris bed head· loss before the
addition of chemical products is small.
A similar test was performed by AREVA. Specifically, Test 2-FG-FPC was conducted with 18 g of
fibrous debris, 810 g of particulate (45: 1 p:f ratio), and a constant flow rate of 3 gpm. The total assembly
pressure drop before the addition of chemical products was [

re '

Table RAI-1.8-1 Fiber and Particulate Debris Bed Head Loss from Fuel
Assembly Testing under Low Flow Conditions
Test No.
CIB29
CIB30
CIB31
CIB32
CIB33

Pressure Drop (psid)
a,c
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In addition to the Reference RAI-1.8-2 head loss test results, results from the subscale head loss testing
documented in WCAP-17788, Volume 6 support the statement that fiber and particulate debris beds will
lead to negligible head loss under low flow conditions. WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure 5-47 shows
debris bed pressure drop results from the Westinghouse core inlet geometry tests plotted as a function of
cumulative fiber load. These tests were conducted with a flow rate of approximately 12.4 gpm/F A when
a fiber bed of approximately [
. ]a,c had formed at the core inlet.
Pressure drop results from these tests are provided in Table RAl-1.8-2. As the table shows, the pressure
]a,c of fiber is negligible even at this flow rate, which
drop across a debris bed of approximately [
is 4 times higher than those expected under prototypic cold leg break conditions. The other subscale test
results from low flow test conditions show simiJar trends.

·Table RAI-1.8-2 Fiber and Particulate Debris Bed Head Loss from Subscale
Testing at a Fiber Load of Approximately 15 g/FA
Test Series I Test No.
57 I Tl65

Pressure Drop (psid)
a,c

57 I Tl67
57 I Tl 76
59 I Tl 73
59/Tl74
59 I Tl 75
60 I Tl77

.

-References
RAI-1.8-1 WCAP-17057-P, Revision 1, "GSI-191 Fuel Assembly Test Report for PWROG,"
September 2011.
RAI-1.8-2 WCAP-16793-NP-A, Revision 2, "Evaluation of Long-Term Cooling Considering
Particulate, Fibrous and Chemical Debris in the Recirculation Fluid," July 2013.
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RAI-1.9

How is the flow area used in the thermal hydraulics analysis to simulate resistance due to a debris bed
(Arn) calculated in Equation 6-3?

Response
The flow area used in the thermal hydraulic analysis for Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering (CE),
and Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) designs are presented in
Sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 of WCAP-17788-P, Volume 4, respectively. This flow area is a function of
the method used to apply the resistance in the thermal hydraulic model used in the analysis of each NSSS
type. The CE and B& W flow areas correspond to the [
]a,e and the
Westinghouse flow area corresponds to the [
]a,e
Westinghouse NSSS Flow Area
Westinghouse NSSS plants utilize a [
These holes have an inner diameter of [
area of the [
is calculated as:

re

re

]a,e Therefore, the per fuel assembly flow

r

[
CE NSSS Flow Area

For the plant used in the CE analysis, the flow area in the active core is calculated using the cold
dimensions of each assembly. For a single assembly, the calculation is as follows. In one assembly there
]a,e ) for a cross-sectional area of:
are 236 fuel rods (OD = [

[
re )for an area of:

four guide tubes (OD = [

[

r
r

,I•
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re )for an area of:

[

r
r

l

re squared, or:

The assembly envelope is the assembly pitch [

[

re
re

Subtracting the rodded area from the envelope area gives the hot assembly flow area of [
Note that an area of [
is reported and used in WCAP-17788, Volume 1, which is [
percent smaller than the value calculated here. The use of the smaller area will have a negligible effect on
the calculations where it is used in WCAP-17788, Volume 1. Since each of the 217 assemblies in core
]a,e
have these dimensions, the full core flow area is calculated to be [

re

B& W NSSS Flow Area
A similar calculation is performed for the B& W plants. However, for the B& W plant model, the control
volumes reflect a hot geometry by using the hot, diametrically expanded dimensions. In one assembly
for a cross-sectional area of:
there are 208 fuel rods (OD = [

re)

[
]8'e) for an area of:

sixteen guide tubes (OD= [

[
and one instrument tube (OD =

[

[

]8'e) for an area of:

r
r
r
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re squared, or:

r

re

Subtracting the rodded area from the envelope area gives the hot assembly flow area of [
Note that an area of [
]a,e is reported in WCAP-17788, Volume 1, which is [
re
larger than the value calculated here. The tise of the slightly larger area will have a negligible effect on
the calculations where it is used in WCAP-17788, Volume 1. Since each of the 177 assemblies in core
have these dimensions, the full core flow area is calculated to be [

re
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RAI-1.10

In Section 6.4.3 .2 of the TR, provide the basis for assuming a void fraction of 50 percent.

Response.
WCAP-17788, Volume 1, Section 6.4.3.2 provides for the effect of debris on cladding heat removal
within the core. A 50 percent void fraction is assumed, in part, to minimize the volume of liquid in the
core (see Response to RAI-1.3). Smaller void fractions would add liquid to the core and increase the
liquid volume and mass of particulates.
The core void fraction is an ever changing value that is dependent on a number of parameters (e.g., decay
heat model, core power and time post-trip, ECCS flow, ECCS inlet temperature, RCS pressure, flow
blockage, axial power shape considered, etc.). Certain assumptions used (1.2 * ANS71 Decay Heat, high
core power, early time post-trip, high ECCS inlet temperatures), push the void fraction to higher values
than are expected following a LOCA. The core liquid mass is limited by this assumption. These effects
are captured in the TH analyses documented in WCAP-17788, Volume 4. The CE analyses will be used
to illustrate this basis, although similar results are seen for all of the plant categories. Note that the CE
analyses were updated in an erratum to WCAP-17788 in February of2016 (Reference RAI-1.10-1). The
figures described in the following text are from that erratum.
WCAP-17788, Volume 4, Figure I 0-15 presents the average core collapsed liquid level for the tblock case.
Before complete core inlet blockage is imposed at 20,000 seconds, the collapsed liquid level is above
6 ft. Immediately after the complete blockage is imposed, the average core level drops to just below 6 ft,
but recovers quickly once flow through the shroud channel is established.
Similarly, WCAP-17788, Volume 4, Figure I 0-25 presents the average core collapsed liquid level for the
Kmax case. From the time that Kmax is applied, at 20 minutes, to the end of the transient, the average core
collapsed liquid level is at or above 6 ft.
For a heated core region of 12 ft, a collapsed liquid level of 6 ft represents an average void fraction of
approximately 0.5. As time progresses, the liquid level is increasing, which corresponds to a decrease in
void fraction.
Therefore, the use of a 50 percent void fraction for calculating the liquid volume in the core is
conservative and justified based on the TH analyses described in WCAP-17788, Volume 4.
References

RAI-1.10-1

Letter OG-16-42 Jack Stringfellow to NRC Doc;ument Control Desk, "Submittal of Errata
Pages for WCAP-17788-NP, Revision 0, 'Comprehensive Analysis and Test Program for
GSI-191 Closure' (PA-SEE-1090)," February 12, 2016. (NRC Accession Numbers
ML l 5342A067 & ML l 6088A036)
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RAI-1.11
In Section 6.5.2.5 of the TR, does the initial sump fiber load include erosion oflarger pieces?

Response
The methodology pertains to the smaller fines within the sump that have the potential to pass through the
sump strainer and be delivered to the vessel. Determining the initial sump fiber load is a plant-specific
endeavor. The calculation of the initial sump fiber load must be justified by the utility or vendor that
performed the calculations, including, if necessary, the effects of erosion of larger pieces into fines that
can potentially be drawn though the sump strainer. The .details of the erosion of larger pieces of debris, as
they pertain to determining the initial load of fines within the sump, are beyond the scope of the
methodology provided in WCAP-17788.
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RAI-1.12

In Section 9.1.2 of the TR, "BAP (Boric Acid Precipitation) Control," what is the specified void fraction
and why is it appropriate for this application?

Response
The method for calculating the effective m1xmg volume utilizes the modified Yeh correlation
(Reference RAI-1.12-1) to calculate the void fraction in the two-phase region. Using this correlation, the
core average void fraction is calculated at various points in time which is then used to calculate the time
varying effective mixing volume. The ·volume in the upper plenum to the bottom of the hot leg is
assumed to be voided at the same value as the core exit. The analysis assumes that the upper plenum
region above the bottom of the hot leg is completely voided. · The core and upper plenl!m average void
fraction from the simulation summarized in WCAP-17788, Volume I, Section 9.1.2 is shown in
Figure RAI-1.12-1.
As describ"ed in Reference RAI-1.12-1, the modified Yeh correlation has been shown to adequately
predict void. fraction data obtained from applicable rod bundle geometries under low-pressure boil-off
conditions prototypic of those expected during the long-term core cooling (L TCC) period following a
fa.rge break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The modified Yeh correlation is used by Westinghouse to
perform licensing basis post-LOCA boric acid precipitation control analyses, using methodology that has
been reviewed and accepte~ by the NRC previously (e.g., Reference RAl-1.12-2).
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Figure RAl-1.12-1 Core and Upper Plenum Below Bottom of Hot Leg Average Void Fraction Calculated
using the Modified Yeh Correlation

References
RAI-1.12-1 Yeh, H. C., "Modification of Void Fraction Correlation," Proceedings of the 4th International
Topical Meeting on Nuclear Thermal Hydraulics, Operations and Safety, Vol. 1, Taipei,
Taiwan, April 5-9, 1994.
RAl-1.12-2 FENOC to NRC Correspondence, L-05-112, " Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit Nos. 1 and
2 BV-1 Docket No. 50-334, License No. DPR-66 BV-2 Docket No. 50-412, License No.
NPF-73 Responses to a Request for Additional Information in Support of License
Amendment Request Nos. 302 and 173," July 8, 2005, ADAMS Accession No.
ML051940575.
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RAI-1.13
Assumptions regarding BAP are listed on page 9-2. One of them states : "The initial core boron
concentration is equal to the sump mixed mean concentration. The mixed mean concentration is
determined by taking all the possible sources of liquid in containment (i.e., Refueling Water Storage Tank
(RWST), accumulators, RCS, and Boron Injection Tank) and assuming that they are homogenously
mixed within the associated control volumes (RV and sump)." The RWST, and accumulators have set
concentrations but the LOCA can occur anytime during a cycle so that the boron concentration in the
RCS can vary from zero at the end-of-cycle to a certain maximum value at the beginning-of-cycle. ls the
assumption that the RCS boron concentration is at the maximum value at the beginning of the operating
cycle for BAP evaluations? If not, explain why .

R esponse
In boric acid precipitation (BAP) evaluations, the reactor coolant system (RCS) boron concentration is
equal to or greater than, the maximum RCS boron concentration that could occur over the entire operating
cycle. The maximum RCS boron concentration typically occurs early in the fuel cycle.
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RAI-1.14
Please provide details of how the velocity averaging scheme in Section 6.3.1 of the TR was developed
and how the test results were used to validate it.
a.

Provide the assumptions regarding the velocity averaging.

b.

What were the geometric conditions of the testing?

c.

How were the various fuel inlet geometries considered?

d.

How are the form-loss coefficients (K1es1and Keq) values validated for the range of conditions to
which they are applied?

Response
a.

The subscale head loss final limits testing used a prototypic core inlet geometry consisting of a
fuel bottom nozzle (lower end fitting) with a fuel bundle positioned above the bottom nozzle.
Figure RAI-1.14-1 provides an illustration of the subscale facility used for the final limits head
loss testing. As shown in the figure , the fluid stream contracts during its passage through the
bottom nozzle hol es, which impacts the upstream velocity profile through the debris bed. As
discussed in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 2.2.1, pressure loss through a debris bed can take
the general form for one-dimensional flow through porous media (WCAP-17788, Volume 6,
Equation 2-1 ). The porous media formation is dependent on the superficial fluid velocity which
can be related to the interstitial velocity as follows:

u

U·i = -E

WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Equation 2-8

Niven (Reference RAI-1.14-1 ) describes additional factors that can influence the relationship
between the interstitial velocity and the superficial velocity. Geometric effects and the porous
media composition can influence the fluid stream through the debris bed that changes the relation
shown in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Equation 2-8. Similarly, the presence of the bottom nozzle,
which creates a flow restriction, is also expected to influence the interstitial velocity relation.
The discussion above provides the basis for the velocity averaging scheme developed in
WCAP-17788, Volume I , Section 6.3.1 as it is expected that the upstream superficial velocity
based on the subscale column flow area will result in poor predictions of the subscale final limits
head loss data due to the fluid stream contraction. The mean interstitial velocity through the
debris bed is a more appropriate value, which will be greater than the upstream superficial
velocity. As shown in Figure RAl-1.14-1 , the velocity at the inlet of the debris bed is chosen to
be the superficial velocity based on the column flow area and the velocity at the exit is chosen to
be the superficial velocity based on the bottom nozzle flow area. The mean interstitial velocity is
the average of these two values.
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Fuel Bundle

Subscale Column

Figure RAI-1.14-1 Pattern of Flow through Debris Bed
b.

The geometric conditions important to the subscale final limits testing that are used to determine
the average velocity described in WCAP-17788, Volume I, Section 6.3.1 include the subscale
test column and the bottom nozzle geometries. WCAP- 17788, Volume 6, Section 3.4 provides
the geometry of the subscale test column, and the bottom nozzle geometries used for the final
limits testing are described in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4.

c.

The velocity averaging scheme is used in the determination of Kiest · As such, the two fuel
geometries that were tested for the final limits head loss testing were considered. These
geometries represent bottom nozzle flow areas that are less than or equal to all fuel inlet
geometries utilized by the pressurized water reactor (PWR) fleet, which results in the hi ghest
pressure drop, and thus, highest resistance.

d.

The values for Kiest and K eq bound the range of conditions for which they are applied.
subscale final limits head loss testing varied the flow rate and determined that a [
]a,c

The

References
RAI-1.14-1 Niven, R. K. , "Physical Insight into the Ergun and Wen & Yu Equations for Fluid Flow
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Elsevier Science Ltd., 2002.
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RAI-6.1
Describe the development of the flow vs. dP curves used in the test program to realistically or
conservatively represent the conditions of a ful l scale core. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) staff understands that the flow vs. dP inputs to the testing were developed from a full core model
and applied to a partial fuel assembly. How was it determined that application of results that are averaged
over a large area can be applied to the test facility without introducing significant uncertainty that could
result in non-conservative conclusions?

Response
All testing reported followed representative flow versus differential pressure profiles based on
observations from the comprehensive set of analyses documented in WCAP-17788, Volume 4. The
WCAP-17788, Volume 4 analyses studied the impact of varied core inlet resistance on core inlet flow.
Based on these analyses, a set of realistic core inlet flow response curves was developed for this test
program. All curves follow a flow reduction evolution as a function of head loss, starting from different
initial flow rates. These initial flow rates have been selected to cover a wide range of ECCS flows during
cold leg recirculation. The flow reduction curves are shown in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure 3-8 as
Low, Mid, Mid2, High, Final-Low, Final-Mid and Final-High.
The first set of flow control curves (Low, Mid, Mid2, High) used in the subscale head loss single grid
parametric testing was based on the thermal-hydraulic analyses completed to support development of the
parameters Kmax and tblock. which are input parameters used in the hot leg break in-vessel debris
evaluation. In these analyses, rapid buildup of debris at the core inlet was simulated. As a result, the
timing associated with activating the alternate flow path (AFP) and diverting flow from the core inlet to
the AFP was very fast. Based on this response, the original flow control curves decayed as debris began
to collect and create a measureable pressure drop across the debris bed.
The average core inlet velocity following core inlet blockage from Westinghouse upflow Case 3A and
Case 3B is shown in Figure RAI-6.1 - 1. The figure shows that the inlet velocity quickly reduces from the
total ECCS flow, which is assumed to go through the core prior to core inlet blockage. When the core
inlet resistance reaches a constant value the inlet velocity is just below boil-off and core cooling is
maintained by a combination of flow through the core inlet and flow through the barrel/baffle channel.
For Case 3A, the total ECCS flow is equivalent to a core inlet velocity of 0.54 ft/s. The core inlet
resistance reaches a constant value 4800 seconds after the postulated LOCA. At this time, using
Appendix K decay heat and assuming saturated inlet conditions at atmospheric pressure, the flow at the
core inlet required to make-up for boil-off is 0.03 ft/s . At this time, the simulations predict a core inlet
flow velocity of 0.026 ft/s which is approximately 13 percent less than boil-off. For Case 3B, the total
ECCS flow is equivalent to a core inlet velocity of 0.24 ft/s. The core inlet resistance reaches a constant
value 8580 seconds after the postulated LOCA. At this time, using Appendix K decay heat and assuming
saturated inlet conditions at atmospheric pressure, the flow at the core inlet required to make-up for
boil-off is 0.026 ft/s. The simulations predict a core inlet flow velocity which is equal to boil-off.
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Figure RAI-6.1-1 Core Inlet Velocity during Core Inlet Blockage
Figure RAI-6.1-2 shows the core inlet velocity plotted as a function of pressure drop across the debris bed
for Cases 3A and 3B. The figure shows similar curves for both cases. Based on this observation, it was
determined that testing could be conducted independent of time and ECCS flow rate. However, it should
be noted that the initial ECCS flow rate is different in both cases until a marginal head loss is reached at
the core inlet. Therefore, the initial flow rate was varied in the subscale testing before starting the flow
reduction transient.
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Figure RAI-6.1-2 Debris Bed Approach Velocity as a Function of Debris Bed Pressure Drop
After defining the first set of flow curves, additional thermal hydraulic analyses were completed that
simulated debris buildup at the core inlet that progressed more slowly in time to define the parameters
Ksplit and msplit, which are input parameters used in the hot leg break in-vessel debris evaluation. Analysis
of these simulations allowed for a more detailed look at the flow response early in the transient. These
simulations are more consistent with the buildup rates observed in the subscale testing and are therefore
more appropriate for defining flow control curves for the final limits testing (Final-Low, Final-Mid, and
Final-High). The primary difference between the flow responses seen in the two sets of thermal hydraulic
analyses is that the activation of the AFP is delayed in time due to the slower buildup of debris at the core
inlet. Based on that observation, the final limits flow control was held constant at the initial flow rate
until a pressure drop of 2.5 psid is measured across the debris bed. After this point, the flow rate is
reduced as a function of increasing pressure drop. Another key difference between the original flow
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control and the flow control defined for the final limits testing is that the three flow control curves decay
to the same final flow rate; [

re

The core inlet flow response to debris bed formation can vary widely for hot leg break conditions
depending on the plant type, specific characteristics of the ECCS, and core inlet geometry. As resistance
to flow at the core inlet increases, coolant begins to fill the downcomer and can eventually flood the cold
side RCS piping and portions of the steam generators. In addition, with an increase in flow resistance at
the core inlet, a larger portion of the total ECCS flow is diverted through AFPs. Finally, variations in
plant geometry (e.g., barrel/baffle flow resistance) and ECCS design make a generic coverage of possible
plant responses extremely difficult and potentially overly conservative.
Considering the complexity of the problem, all scenarios could not be examined. However, all tested
profiles are realistic and could occur during the LTCC phase of a postulated LOCA. By defining a range
of flows, the experimental results cover a wide range of conditions. Given the broad range of flow
profiles tested, any significant influence of flow response on debris bed formation and resulting head loss
were identified.
The application of averaged core in let velocities from a core-wide model to determine the subscale flow
profiles is appropriate given the effect of core inlet blockage on core inlet velocity. In the WCAP-17788,
Volume 4 thermal hydraulic analyses, core inlet resistance due to the accumulation of debris is applied
uniformly across the entire core inlet. This uniform application of debris across the core inlet may not be
realistic as it is expected that debris will accumulate proportional to the flow through the core inlet. As
seen in WCAP-17788, Volume 4, thermal hydraulic analyses completed without the simulation of core
inlet blockage demonstrate that there will be some flow distribution at the core inlet. In fact, it is possible
that downflow could exist at the inlet to peripheral fuel assemblies. However, app lication of a uniform
blockage across the entire core in the simulations is conservative since th is scenario will lead to the
highest head loss across the entire core inlet. As the results in WCAP-17788, Volume 4 demonstrate, the
application of uniform core inlet resistance under large hot leg break conditions leads to a uniform
velocity profile across the entire core inlet. As such, the average core inlet velocity is representative of
the entire core inlet and is applicable to a scaled down test facility that creates a uniform blockage.
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RAI-6.2
Provide a comparison between the results of the WCAP-17788 test program and the
WCAP-16793 test program (pre-chemical results). Are any tests (including informational or preliminary
tests that may not have been included in the test report) comparable from a debris loading and test
velocity perspective? If so, how do the results compare? The NRC staff recognizes the differences in test
methods and conditions between the two programs, but concluded that a comparison of the new testing to
testing under somewhat similar but larger scale conditions could provide additional justification for use of
a smaller scale test facility.

Response
Given the large differences in test methods and conditions between the WCAP-17788 program and the
WCAP- 16793-NP-A, Revision 2 (Reference RAI-6.2-1) program, a direct comparison of pressure drop
results is difficult. The following major differences between the two test programs are identified:
•

Debris Addition Procedure - In the subscale testing, fibrous and particulate debris was injected
into the test section concurrently and the debris addition was once-through (i.e., debris that did
not capture during the first pass through the test section was not recirculated through the test
section). In the full-area fuel assembly testing (WCAP-16793), particulate debris was added first
followed by fibrous debris and the debris was recirculated through the test section unti l a stable
pressure drop was achieved.

•

Flow Control - In the subscale testing, the flow rate through the test section was reduced as the
measured pressure drop across the debris bed increased. In the full-area testing, the flow rate was
held constant throughout the test.

•

Test Geometry - In the subscale testing, only two spacer grids were installed downstream from
the bottom nozzle. Further, the test geometry was sealed against the flow housing walls such that
debris bypass around the test geometry was minimized. In the full-area fuel assembly testing
(WCAP-16793), 4-5 grids were installed above the bottom nozzle, and a gap was maintained
around the test section and flow housing which promoted debris bypass.

Despite the differences, by examining the trends and behavior observed in the two test facilities, it is
possible to draw conclusions that support additional justification for use of a smaller test facility . While
not explicit or exact, for tests conducted with similar debris loadings and test velocities, discrepancies
between the pressure drop results can be explained by the differences described above.
Table RAI-6.2-1 provides a comparison of several tests from the two programs completed with similar
test conditions. The following sections provide a discussion of each test comparison.
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WCAP-17788 Test Series 44 versus WCAP-16793 Test No. CIB42
As shown in Table RAI-6.2-l , subscale Test Series 44 (TS44) was conducted with debris loading of
56 grams per fuel assembly (g/FA) and a particulate loading of 560 g/FA (particulate-to-fiber ratio = 10
(p:f = 10)). Comparatively, WCAP-16793 CIB42 was conducted with debris loading of 50 g/F A and a
particulate loading of 50 gfF A (p:f = l ). As such, the fibrous debris loadings are comparable but the total
injected particulate load is an order of magnitude higher in the subscale test series.
TS44 was conducted with a variable flow velocity. The test began at a flow velocity of 0.8 ft/sand ended
with a flow velocity of 0.05 ft/s. CIB42 was conducted with a constant flow velocity of 0.07 ft/s, which is
in the range of flow velocities used in TS44.
Four tests were completed at the TS44 test conditions and a single bed was formed on the upstream
surface of the Westinghouse bottom nozzle in every test. CIB42 consisted of a single test and two debris
beds were formed.
Table RAI-6 .2-1 shows that the pressure drop measured in TS44 was more than 3 times higher compared
to CIB42, which can be attributed to the facts that: (1) the p:f ratio was higher in TS44, and (2) a single
debris bed formed in TS44 compared to multiple beds in CIB42.
WCAP-17788 Test Series 48 versus WCAP-16793 Test No. CIB43
As shown in Table RAI-6 .2- 1, subscale test TS48 was conducted with debris loading of 56 grams per fuel
assembly (g/F A) and a particulate loading of 560 g/FA (p:f = 10). Comparatively, WCAP-16793 CIB43
was conducted with debris loading of 50 g/F A and a particulate loading of 750 gfF A (p:f = 15). As such,
the fibrous debris loadings are comparable and the particulate load was higher in CIB43.
TS44 was conducted with a variable flow velocity. The test began at a flow velocity of 0.13 ft/s and
ended with a flow velocity of 0.1 ft/s. CIB 43 was conducted with a constant flow velocity of 0.07 ft/s,
which is lower than the flow velocity in TS44 across the entire test duration.
One test was completed at the TS48 test conditions and two debris beds were formed. The majority of the
debris collected on the upstream surface of the Westinghouse bottom nozzle with some debris collecting
on the upper spacer grid. CIB43 consisted of a single test and four debris beds were formed.
Table RAI-6 .2-1 shows that the overall test section pressure drop measured in TS48 was higher than the
total fuel assembly pressure drop obtained in CIB43 even though twice as many debris beds were formed
in CIB43. However, the pressure drop measured across the bottom nozzle in TS48 was more than two
times higher compared to CIB43.
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WCAP-17788 Test Series 55 versus WCAP-16793 Test No. CIB02
As shown in Table RAI-6.2-1 , subscale test TS55 was conducted with debris loadings of 56 grams per
fuel assembly (g/FA) and a particulate loading of 1680 g/FA (p:f = 30). Comparatively, CIB02 was
conducted with debris loading of 53 g/F A and a particulate loading of 1361 g/F A (p:f = 25). As such, the
debris loadings are comparable with the particulate load in TS55 only slightly higher.
TS55 was conducted with a variable flow velocity and had a starting flow velocity of 0.23 ft/s and an
ending velocity of 0.17 ft/s. CIB02 was conducted with a constant flow velocity of 0.2 ft/s, which is in
the range of flow velocities used in TS55 .
One test was completed at the TS55 test conditions and two debris beds were formed . The majority of the
debris collected on the upstream surface of the Westinghouse bottom nozzle with some debris collecting
on the upper spacer grid. CIB02 consisted of a single test and four debris beds were formed .
Table RAI-6.2-1 shows that the overall test section pressure drop measured in TS55 is just over 2 psid
less than the total fuel assembly pressure drop measured in CIB02. The bottom nozzle pressure drop is
more comparable with the measured pressure drop from TS55 being approximately I psid higher.
WCAP- 17788 Test Series 59 versus WCAP-16793 Test No. CIB30
This comparison is provided at a low flow condition. TS59 was conducted with a total fibrous debris load
of 35 g/F A; however, the comparison is made at the point in the test where the total injected fibrous
debris load is 18 g/F A, which is the same fibrous debris loading used in CIB30. Assuming that the
particulate injection is uniform with the fibrous debris, the particulate load at this point in the test is
approximately 216 g/F A (p:f = 12: I). CIB30 was conducted with a particulate load of 270 g/F A
(p:f = 15: 1). As such, the debris loadings are comparable with the particulate load in CIB30 only slightly
higher.
TS59 was conducted with a variable flow velocity and had a starting flow velocity of 0.06 ft/s and the
flow velocity at a fibrous debris loading of 18 g/F A is 0.06 ft/s. CIB30 was conducted with a constant
flow velocity of 0.01 ft/s, which is lower than the flow velocity in TS59.
Three tests were completed in TS59 and in all tests a single debris bed was formed on the upstream
surface of the Westinghouse bottom nozzle. In CIB30 a single debris bed on the bottom nozzle was also
formed.
Table RAl-6.2-1 shows that the measured pressure drop at 18 g/F A in TS59 is comparable to the
measured pressure drop from CIB30 even though the flow velocity in TS59 is higher.
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WCAP-17788 Test Series 83 versus WCAP-16793 Test No. 2-FG-FPC
As shown in Table RAI-6.2-1 , subscale test TS83 was conducted with debris loadings of 21.5 grams per
fuel assembly (g/F A) and a particulate loading of 860 g/F A (p:f = 40). Comparatively, 2-FG-FPC was
conducted with debris loading of 18 g/F A and a particulate loading of 810 g/F A (p:f = 45). As such, the
debris loadings are comparable.
This comparison is made at the end of TS 83 when the main column flow pump was turned-off and the
only source of flow through the test column was from the debris injection pump. As shown in
Table RAl-6.2-1 , the resulting flow velocity at this point in TS 83 is comparable to the constant flow
velocity used in 2-FG-FPC.
Both tests in this comparison used the same AREY A lower end fitting (bottom nozzle), and the fibrous
and particulate debris quantities were similar. However, results from the two tests are different. In
TS 83 , a single debris bed formed on the lower end fitting, while in test 2-FG-FPC, no debris accumulated
on the lower end fitting, and a single debris bed formed on the first spacer grid. This comparison
illustrates that the subscale test setup and procedures, using the AREY A fuel components, promoted
debris capture on the lower end fitting, which results in a higher pressure drop than what was observed in
the WCAP-16793 test program.
Conclusions
As demonstrated by the comparisons presented above, it is difficult to directly compare pressure drop
results from the WCAP-17788 program to the WCAP-16793 program because of differences between the
test methods and test conditions. However, it is possible to explain the discrepancies in the comparisons
by understanding the differences between the two test programs. As such, it is possible to reach
conclusions that support additional justification that use of the subscale test facility results in overall head
loss results that are conservative relative to the WCAP-16793 test program:
•

TS44 resulted in a higher pressure drop compared to CIB42, which can be attributed to two
factors: (I) a single debris bed was formed on the surface of the bottom nozzle, and (2) the
particulate load was higher. Although the initial flow velocity was higher in TS44, a single debris
bed was still formed at the bottom nozzle. This behavior indicates that fibrous debris is less
likely to penetrate through the subscale core entrance geometry and/or bypass through the gap
between the test section and flow housing which results in a higher pressure drop across the
bottom nozzle. Similarly, TS83 resulted in a higher pressure drop compared to 2-FG-FPC
because a single debris bed was able to form on the lower end fitting. In test 2-FG-FPC, no
debris accumulated on the lower end fitting.

•

In TS48, which had a higher flow rate compared to TS44, multiple debris beds were formed
within the test section. CIB43 which was conducted with similar debris loads also formed
multiple debris beds. The overall test section pressure drops measured in TS44 and CIB43 are
comparable; however, the pressure drop across the bottom nozzle was higher in TS48 compared
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to CIB43. This result further demonstrates that the subscale facility tends to capture more debris
at the bottom nozzle.
•

Subscale test TS55 was also conducted with a high flow rate and formed multiple debris beds,
similar to CIB02. In this comparison, the overall pressure drop was higher in CIB02 but again,
the bottom nozzle pressure drop was higher in TS55 . Similar to the other comparisons made, this
trend indicates that more debris captures on the upstream surface of the bottom nozzle in the
subscale testing compared to the WCAP-16793 testing. This can be attributed to the gap between
the test section and the flow housing walls in the WCAP-16793 testing. The fact that the overall
fuel assembly pressure drop is higher in CIB02 could be attributed to the recirculation of
particulates.
Since the subscale testing used a once-through debris addition technique,
particulates that did not capture in the debris bed on the first pass-through would not have had
another chance to be captured in the resulting debris bed and increase the pressure drop. The
filter bag data from TS55 indicates a significant quantity of particulate penetration, which
indicates that the in-bed particulate load (i.e., the particulate load that captured in the debris bed)
is significantly less than the injected particulate load. Using the filter bag data, the in-bed
particulate load from this test is estimated to be 206 g/F A (p:f = 3.67). Given the constant
recirculation, it is reasonable to assume that more particulate was captured in CIB02 resulting in a
higher total fuel assembly pressure drop.

•

In TS59, pressure drop measurements made at 18 g/F A were selected to make a comparison to
one of the WCAP-16793 low flow rate tests conducted with similar debris loadings. As the
comparison indicated, the pressure drops were comparable even though the flow velocity in TS59
was higher, which would indicate that the pressure drop should be higher. Similar to the previous
comparison, this discrepancy can be attributed to the capture efficiency of particulates and the
fact that the in-bed particulate load is expected to be higher in CIB30.

The subscale head loss program concluded that for a system with the same amount of debris, a single
debris bed results in a worse overall pressure drop compared to multiple debris beds. The comparisons
provided above support this conclusion. Both test programs have demonstrated that increased particulate
load tends to promote fibrous debris penetration thus resulting in the formation of multiple debris beds.
In the WCAP-16793 test program, the particulate load is added first. As such, the highest particulate
concentrations are present when fibrous debris is added to the test column resulting in a higher propensity
to distribute the fiber across multiple elevations. The subscale debris addition in this regard is more
conservative because a concurrent fiber and particulate debris addition reduces the particulate
concentration during the early stages of the test. This is relevant in the comparison of TS44 and CIB42.
Even though TS44 was conducted with a total injected p:f ratio 10 times higher than CIB42, a single
debris bed was formed that resulted in a hi gher overall pressure drop across the test section.
Both test programs indicate that increased flow velocities tend to promote debris penetration and bypass.
As such, the flow reduction used by the subscale test program reduces these effects and promotes
formation of a debris bed in a single location, which has been shown to lead to the highest head losses due
to more compaction of the debris bed. This is relevant in the comparison ofTS48 to CIB43. Even though
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TS48 had a higher flow velocity more debris was able to collect on the bottom nozzle which resulted in a
higher head loss. This trend can also be attributed in part to differences in the test section which are
discussed next.
The subscale test column, with its test section sealed against the flow housing wall does not allow bypass
around the test section capture geometry as it did in the WCAP- 16793 test program. This design promotes
debris capture on the bottom nozzle, thus creating a more conservative scenario.
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Comparison of Subscale Test Results to Full-Area Fuel Assembly Test Results
Fu ll-Area Test Fac il ity (WCAP-16793)

Subscale Test Faci lity (WCA P-17788)

Test
Series

Fiber
Load
(g/FA)

Particulate
Load
(g/FA)

Flow
Velocity at
Pressure
Drop (ft/s)

Total Test
Section

Bottom
ozzle

44

56

560

0.05

9. 1

9.1

48

56

560

0.1

5.9

55

56

1680

0.17

59 1

18

2 16

83

21.5

860

Max Pressure Drop (psid)

Fiber
Load
(g/FA)

Particulate
Load
(g/FA)

Flow
Velocity
(ft/s)

CIB42

50

50

5.4

CIB43

50

4.4

3.6

C IB02

0.06

0.3

0.3

0.02 2

0.78

0.78

Test No.

Max Pressure Drop before
Chemical Add ition (psid)
Total Fuel
Assembly

Bottom
Nozzle

0.07

2.66

2.35

750

0.07

3.78

1.49

53

136 1

0.2

6.65

2.54

CIB 30

18

270

0.01

0.32

0.32

2-FG-FPC

18

810

0.02

0.111

0.002

Notes 1 Conditions taken at point in test when 18 g/F A fiber was injected into the test section.
2

This flow velocity and the corresponding pressure drop were measured at the end of the test when the main column flow pump was turned-off
and the only source of flow through the column was provided by the debris injection pump.

References
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WCAP-1 6793-NP-A, Revi sion 2, "Evaluation of Long-Term Cooling Considering Particulate, Fibrous and Chemical Debris in Recirculating
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RAI-6.3
Provide an example of how the total mass of debris captured in the filter bags was determined (ref.
Section 3.6). Please describe the relative magnitude associated with the predominant sources of
uncertainties. Discuss the significance of the total debris mass measurement uncertainty in terms of the
experimental program conclusions. Significant uncertainties would include the potential for lost debris,
fluid lost from the bags resulting in loss of dissolved chemicals, and fluid chemical concentrations.

Response
The subscale test loop featured two in-line polypropylene filter bags for the purpose of capturing
particulate and fibrous debris. One filter bag and housing was placed downstream of the test column to
capture and quantify debris that penetrated the test section capture geometry. A second filter bag and
housing was used during the back flushing process after each test to quantify debris that had collected on
the test section capture geometry.
Prior to each test, two new filter bags were weighed dry, and the mass of each bag recorded. It should be
noted that there was no need to pre-dry the filter bags before use since polypropylene has practically no
hygroscopic properties. One filter bag was placed in the downstream housing, while the other bag was
placed in the back flush filter housing. After the test was performed, the wet mass of each bag filter,
along with any captured debris from the test, was measured and recorded . Prior to removing the filter
bags from the housing, compressed air was used to remove any excess liquid from the filters. The
downstream and back flush filter bags were then placed in an oven and dried to remove any remaining
moisture. The dried filter bags were then weighed and the mass recorded.
The test solution, a boric acid (H 3B03) solution buffered with either sod ium hydroxide (NaOH), sodium
tetraborate (NaTB), or trisodium phosphate (TSP), introduced additional mass to the filter bags in the
form of chemical so lute. As a result, the approximate mass of chemical solute was calculated and
subtracted from the post-test dry filter mass based on the post-test wet filter mass and the known chemical
concentrations of the test solution.
To determine the total solute mass captured in the bag filter, the approximate mass of solution retained in
the filter was determined by taking the difference between the post-test wet and dry masses. The resultant
mass of solution was then used to determine the mass of each chemical constituent by multiplying the
evaporated solvent mass by a ratio of the recorded mass of the chemical constituent from the test
procedures to the mass of 250 gallons of deionized (DI) water (solvent). The total captured solute mass
was calculated as the sum of the chemical constituent masses. Buffering solutions were created in large
batches, and the same test solution was often used for multiple tests. The chemical addition records for
each batch were used in the determination of the corresponding test solution masses.
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With the collected solute mass known, the total mass of particulate and fibrous debris collected by each
bag filter was calculated by subtracting the solute mass and the pre-test filter mass from the post-test dry
filter mass. The collection error for each test was quantified by comparing the sum of debris collected in
the downstream and back flush filters to the total injected debris mass recorded in the test procedure for
each test. To check the validity and error associated with this collection methodology, a baseline test was
run in which no debris was injected. The resultant error associated with the calculation of the final debris
mass was determined to be 1.91 percent for this baseline test. The measured and calculated values
associated with the baseline test are documented in Table RAI-6.3-1 below.
Table RAl-6.3-1 Baseline Test Filter Bag Results

Test

ID

Initial
Mass
(g)

Wet
Mass
(g)

Dry
Mass
(g)

Water
Mass
(g)

Solute
Mass
(g)

Collected
Debris
Mass (g)

1

255 .58

598.38

260.33

338.05

5.44

-0.69

2

259 .17

556.01

264.36

291.65

4.69

0.50

Filter

Baseline

Nominal
Debris
Mass (g)

Injected
Debris
Mass (g)

0.00

0.00

O/o

Error

1.91

For each test, the collection error was calculated and documented. Generally, the sample collection error
was found to be less than 10 percent. The average error was found to be 6.67 percent, while the median
error was 4.45 percent, and the mode error was 2.03 percent. A distribution of the calculated test sample
errors is provided in Figure RAl-6.3-1 . While the majority of tests were found to have an error of less
than 10 percent, some tests were found to have errors of greater than 10 percent.
The largest source of uncertainty associated with the bag filters can be attributed to the subtraction of the
solute mass and the potential for lost debris. It was noted that during the drying process that solute was
beginning to collect on the oven walls which would have reduced the dry weight and thus the estimated
quantity of debris. It is also recognized that the solution concentrations prepared would increase during
the duration of testing due to evaporation from the supply tank, which would also reduce the estimated
quantity of debris collected in the bag filters. Also, early in the test program, debris collection within the
debris injection system (DIS) was identified. Corrective actions were taken to eliminate the collection of
debris within the DIS and during the final limits testing, very little debris collection was identified in the
DIS such that there was a high level of confidence that all the prepared debris was being injected into the
test section.
The filter bag debris mass measurement uncertainty did not significantly impact the program conclusions.
The most important factor in terms of debris mass was that the prepared debris mass was accurate and that
it is all transported to the test section. The debris mass prepared for each test was very accurate and was
not influenced by the factors that lead to uncertainty associated with the filter bag masses. For all final
limits tests conducted, it was confirmed by inspection after each test that practically all the debris
prepared in the high concentration tank (HCT) was transported through the DIS to the test section.
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RAI-6.4
Table 4-2 shows the test matrix for Alternate Flow Path (AFP) testing.
a.

Provide a justification for the fiber amounts used. Describe how this amount of fiber bounds all
four plant categories.

b.

Section 4 states that the amounts were added on a per fuel assembly basis. Why is the amount of
fiber per fuel assembly important to the AFP evaluation?

c.

Provide information on how the debris was introduced during the AFP tests. Was it introduced all
at once or introduced over time intervals?

d. Two hole sizes were tested over a range of flow conditions. There are AFPs in CE and
Westinghouse upflow plants that are smaller diameter and/or flow area than the hole sizes tested.
How are the hole dimensions tested representative of the AFP geometries in all four plant
categories in Volume 4? Provide the geometries and dimensions of all credited AFPs for each
plant category and the associated flow area. Justify that the test geometries provide acceptable
bounding results for debris capture at the openings. In the response, consider the effects of
velocity through the openings in combination with geometry effects and range of fiber sizes.

Response
a.

As stated in WCAP-17788 Volume 6 Section 3.5.5, blockage ofthe alternate flow paths (AFPs) is
not expected to occur given the dimensions of the AFP passages and the flow rate through them.
The credited AFP passages have dimensions that are larger than the range of fiber sizes expected
to enter the AFPs. The objective of the AFP testing was to demonstrate that flow passages with
dimensions larger than the constituent fiber size would not block by showing that there is no
mechanism for debris capture that will allow fibrous debris to bridge a dimension that is larger
than the range of fiber lengths expected to enter the AFPs. As such, it is not necessary that the
total amount of fibrous debris used in the testing bound all four plant categories.
As illustrated in WCAP-17788 Volume 6 Figure 5-69, debris that approached the test plate far
from the open hole tended to accumulate on the underside of the plate, while debris that
approached the plate near the hole was swept through the hole leaving a ring around the hole that
was free of debris. Had additional fibrous debris continued to be added to the test, the same
behavior would continue.
Although it is not a requirement that the fibrous debris quantities used in the AFP testing bounded
all four plant categories, the amount of debris chosen for the AFP testing was selected to be
representative of the debris amounts expected to transport through the AFPs credited in the four
plant categories.
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The total in-vessel fibrous debris limit defined for the hot leg break scenario, which is the
]"·c The Combustion
scenario that credits AFPs, is [
Engineering (CE) System 80 nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) has the most fuel assemblies;
241. The Westinghouse 3-loop NSSS has the least fuel assemblies; 157 (the Westinghouse upper
plenum injection NSSS does not credit AFPs). As such, the total in-vessel fibrous debris limit for
all plants has a range of [
Considering that the initial accumulation of
debris is at the core inlet only, it is reasonable to assume that [
]"·c or approximately
will accumulate at the core inlet prior to activation of the AFP. After
activation of the AFP, debris is split between the core inlet and the AFP and it is reasonable to
expect that half the debris entering the reactor vessel, after activation of the AFP, will transport
through the AFP.

re

[

re

Based on these reasonable assumptions, the CE System 80 NSSS would be expected to transport
approximately; [
]"·c of fibrous debris through the AFP. Similarly, the
Westinghouse 3-loop NSSS would be expected to transport approximately; [
]"'°of fibrous debris through the AFP. The Westinghouse 4-loop and Babcock and Wilcox
(B& W) NSSS designs would be somewhere in between. Considering this to be a reasonable
representation of the range of fibrous debris expected to pass through the AFP for all four plant
categories, a value of 7500 g was chosen for the AFP testing. This value is justified considering
that the value chosen is a reasonable fibrous debris amount that is representative of all plant
categories. Further, the AFP testing did not need to bound the maximum amount of fiber that
could potentially transport through the AFPs credited for all plant categories, because the debris
amounts introduced did not induce any pressure drop in the AFP holes, nor was there any
indication of debris accumulation. Significantly more debris could have been tested with the
same result.
The amount of fibrous debris used in the subscale AFP testing was determined by scaling the
amount of debris transported through the AFPs by the flow area. Review of Table RAI-6.4-2
through Table RAI-6.4-5 indicates that 2100 - 4900 in 2 envelopes the total AFP area for all plant
categories. Dividing the limits of this range by the subscale flow area produces a range of scaling
ratios of approximately 131 - 307. Dividing the total fibrous debris amount calculated for the
AFP testing, 7500 g, results in a scaled total fibrous debris amount for the AFP testing;
7500/131 = 57.3 g to 7500/307 = 24.4 g. As such, the 37.5 g total fibrous debris addition used in
the AFP testing is a reasonable value that is representative of the actual fibrous debris amount
expected to transport through an AFP. Information regarding the addition of these debris batches
is provided in the response to RAI-6.4c.
b. Section 4 states, "Fiber was added in three batches of 12.5 g or three batches of 50 g!F A." There
is no importance with regard to the fiber amount added being reported on a per fuel assembly
basis. In terms of scaling to fibrous debris amounts transported through the AFP, either the actual
debris load added in the subscale facility, three batches of 12.5 g, or the amount reported on a per
fuel assembly basis can be used provided the correct flow area is applied (i.e., the subscale flow
area or the per fuel assembly flow area). The intent of providing the amount of fiber added on a
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per fuel assembly basis was to provide a direct comparison of the amount of fiber added in the
AFP testing to the amounts of fiber added in core inlet head loss testing, which are generally
reported in the topical report on a per fuel assembly basis.
c.

Debris was added in three batches as a function of time. Each addition included 12.5 g of fibrous
debris and the second addition included 12.5 g of particulate debris. Figure RAI-6.4-1 shows the
cumul ative debris loads from the two AFP path tests as a function of time. As shown in the
figure , each batch of debris was allowed to completely deplete prior to the next addition of debris.
Table RAI-6.4- l provides the times at which the debris additions were made.
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Figure RAI-6.4-1 Cumulative Fiber Discharge used in the Alternate Flow Path Tests

Table RAI-6.4-1 Summary of Debris Addition Times used in the Alternate Flow Path
Tests
1090-AFP-T002

1090-AFP-T003

First Debris Addition

start of test

start of test

Second Debris Addition

24 minutes

24 minutes

Third Debris Addition

49 minutes

45 minutes

Test Completed

64 minutes

58 minutes

Action
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re

In the subscale AFP testing, a [
were tested.
The geometries and dimensions of the plant AFP paths vary by vendor and plant design.
Table RAl-6.4-2 through Table RAI-6.4-5 summarize the AFP geometries for the Westinghouse
upflow, Westinghouse downflow, CE, and B&W plant categories, respectively. The tables
provide the limiting dimensions and flow areas through the AFPs.
As shown in the Table RAI-6.4-2, the Westinghouse upflow plant category consists of 3- and
4-loop converted and design upflow plants. The design upflow units have baffle bolt cooling
holes while the converted upflow units do not. One design upflow unit contains core barrel bolt
cooling holes, which are similar to the baffle bolt cooling holes. The other former plate holes are
through holes with no obstructions. Also provided in Table RAI-6.4-2 are the minimum hole
dimensions through the former plates along with the minimum total area through the formers and
the total barrel/baffle flow area. The former plate hole dimensions and calculated flow areas are
representative of the upstream and downstream surfaces of the former plates and do not consider
obstructions from baffle or core barrel bolts. The smallest hole dimension in Westinghouse
4-loop converted upflow units is [
The smallest hole dimension in Westinghouse
4-loop design upflow units is [
which does not consider the baffle or core barrel bolts.
The smallest hole dimension in Westinghouse 3-loop converted upflow units is [
The smallest hole dimension in Westinghouse 3-loop design upflow units is [
These
dimensions are all considerably larger than the range of fiber lengths expected to enter the AFPs
and are bounded by the dimensions of the AFP test geometries. WCAP-1 7788 Volume 6 Figure
3-32 provides the length distribution of fiber expected to enter the reactor vessel. As shown in
the figure, the majority of fiber is less than 1mm, or 0.0394 in. , which is an order of magnitude
smaller than the former plate holes contained in the Westinghouse upflow plant designs.

r

t ·e

re

re

Figure RAI-6.4-2 shows the geometry of the baffle bolt, or core barrel bolt, cooling holes
contained in the Westinghouse 3-loop design upflow units. The Westinghouse 4-loop design
upflow units are similar except that the former plate holes are slightly larger. As shown in the
figure, not all holes provide baffle bolt cooling and there are also gaps, chamfers, and stress
reliefs that create open flow area through the former. These fractions of open area are considered
when determining the total flow area through the former. This flow area is considerable and
equates to [
equivalent diameter holes.

re

Also shown in Figure RAI-6.4-2 are the dimensions necessary to calculate the clearances through
the baffle bolt cooling holes when the baffle bolt is in place. This clearance is approximately
[
]"'° which is approximately half of the maximum fiber length expected to transport
through the AFP and is smaller than the [
]"'° diameter hole tested in the subscale AFP
testing. However, bounding the clearances through these holes is not required as they are not the
only passages that exist through the former plates. Further, the reduction in flow area through
this clearance produces an increased flow velocity. The AFP testing demonstrated that increased
velocity resulted in higher efficiency debris transport through the flow passage. As such, these
holes are not expected to block with debris and since they are not the only flow passages through
the former plates, it was not necessary to test this hole type in the AFP testing.
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Table RAI-6.4-3 summarizes the AFPs in the Westinghouse downflow plant category. The
Westinghouse downflow plant category consists of 3- and 4-loop plants. The AFP credited in the
Westinghouse downflow plant category are the upper head spray nozzles (UHSNs) which are
characterized by the flow area through the UHSNs. All but two Westinghouse downflow units
have smaller flow areas through the UHSNs, which are defined as T-hot plants. The smallest
The other Westinghouse downflow units
hole size through the T-hot plant design is [
have larger flow areas through the UHSNs, which are defined as T-cold plants. The smallest hole
1•,e These dimensions are all considerably
size through the T-cold plant design is [
larger than the range of fiber lengths expected to transport through the AFPs and are bounded by
the AFP test geometries.

re

Table RAI-6.4-4 summarizes the AFPs in the CE plant category. The CE plant category is
similar to the Westinghouse upflow plant category in that they are considered upflow plants with
a channel that runs parallel to the core. This channel is referred to as the reactor vessel shroud
and has an inlet below the active core and an outlet above the active core, similar to the
barrel/baffle channel in the Westinghouse upflow plant category.
CE plant designs are unique in that the shroud ribs (equivalent to former plates in the
Westinghouse designs) do not extend to the core barrel. A gap exists across the entire length of
the shroud channel between the shroud ribs and the core barrel. As shown in Table RAI-6.4-4,
1a,c Many of the CE plant designs also contain slots and/or
the smallest shroud gap is [
holes in the shroud ribs. These are all through slots/holes with no obstructions. One plant
]"'° However, this unit also has holes in the shroud which
contains a shroud slot that is [
1•,c gap between the shroud ribs and core barrel. As such, it is
are [
not required to demonstrate that the [
]"'° shroud slots will not block with debris since
there are other passages through the AFP that are bounded by the tested geometries. Further, the
dimension is considerably larger than the range of fiber lengths expected to pass
through the AFP such that they are not expected to block with fiber.

[

re

Table RAI-6.4-5 summarizes the geometries through the AFPs for the B&W plant designs. This
table also provides the areas through the AFPs. The baffle design for all of the B& W plants is the
same.
Flow into the baffle region is through holes on the periphery of the lower grid rib section.

There are 8 former plates in the baffle region. Seven of these plates are identical and have
1•,e The total
[
The
plate
at
the
mid-plane
level has
area through these former plates is [
[

re
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]"'° This mid-plane former plate also has a [
]a,e The total area through the mid-plate former plate is [
At the top of the baffle, flow out of this region is through holes on the periphery of the upper grid
rib section. There are [

re

There are also flow paths through the baffle plates into the core that consist of LOCA holes and
slots. There are [

The minimum dimension through these components is [

t·e

As discussed above, there are only two instances in which the credited AFP geometries are not
explicitly bounded by the [
]"'° hole tested in the AFP testing. These two instances are the
baffle bolt and core barrel bolt cooling hole clearances contained in Westinghouse design upflow
plants and the single CE unit that has [
t'eslots in the shroud ribs. It is not necessary to
demonstrate through testing that these geometries will not block with debris since these
geometries are larger than the range of fiber sizes expected to enter the AFP and because there are
other, larger, flow passages contained in these AFPs that are bounded by the subscale AFP
testing. Further, smaller holes equate to higher flow velocities through the openings. The
subscale testing has shown that increased flow velocity increases the efficiency of fibrous debris
entrainment. Since these flow passages are smaller than what was tested, the flow velocity will
increase such that the entrainment process is expected to keep these passages free of fibrous
debris.
Given the dependence on flow velocity through the AFP, it is important to ensure that the flow
rates considered in the AFP testing are representative of those in the prototypic Af Ps. For all
plant categories, flow through the credited AFPs effectively starts at zero and increases as core
inlet resistance increases. The three flow rates tested in the subscale facility were 0.75, 2, and
4 gpm. Below 0.75 gpm, it was difficult to maintain fibrous debris transport through the vertical
subscale test column.
Table RAI-6.4-6 provides the Reynolds numbers calculated for the subscale test column and the
two hole dimensions used in the AFP testing. The table shows that the subscale column Reynolds
number varied between approximately 900 - 4800 which includes the laminar flow regime
through the transition to a turbulent flow regime. The Reynolds number for the AFP holes tested
was varied approximately 6100 - 98000 which is in the turbulent flow regime.
Table RAl-6.4-6 also provides the Reynolds numbers calculated for the various Westinghouse
and B&W AFPs. In the calculation, three flow rates were considered; 25, 75, and 125 gpm.
These flow rates were selected because the calculated Reynolds numbers for these flows agree
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well with the calculated Reynolds numbers used in the subscale AFP testing. The Reynolds
number is calculated based on the flow area upstream of the former plate flow holes or the
UHSNs and the flow area through the former plate flow holes or UHSNs. As the table shows, the
Reynold number upstream from the former plates or UHSNs compares well with the Reynolds
numbers calculated for the subscale column. Similarly, the Reynolds number calculated based on
the former plate or UHSN flow area compares well with the range of Reynolds numbers
calculated for the subscale AFP tests.
This comparison is shown graphically in Figure RAI-6.4-3. The figure plots the plant AFP
Reynolds number as a function of the tested AFP Reynolds number. Figure RAI-6.4-4 provides
the same comparison zoomed in such that the comparison at lower Reynolds numbers can be seen
more clearly. As indicated by the figures, the majority of plant AFP flow conditions are
reasonably represented by the AFP testing. Some of the plant former plate Reynolds numbers
calculated at the 25 gpm flow rate are shown to be less than those tested. This is acceptable
considering the fact that the plant AFP flow rate will continue to increase as the transient
progresses such that the plant AFP Reynolds number will increase to the point that it is
represented by the AFP testing.
CE AFPs were not considered in this evaluation since these AFPs include a gap around the
shroud ribs and core barrel that is not representative of the holes used in the AFP testing. As this
gap is significantly larger than the range of fiber sizes expected to transport through the AFP, it is
not necessary to include the Reynolds number comparison since this gap wi ll not block with
debris under any flow condition.
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Table RAJ-6.4-2 Summary of Westinghouse Upfiow Barrel/Bame Alternate Flow Paths

No.
Loops

BB Design I Bame Bolt
Cooling Ho les

McGuire 1&2

4

Converted Upflow I No

Watts Bar 1&2,
Diablo Canyon 2

4

Converted Upflow I No

4

Design Upflow I Yes:
I 09 standard holes, l 04
baffie bolt cooling holes
per former

4

Design Upfl ow I Yes:
53 standard holes, 184
baftle and core barrel
bolt cooling holes per
fo rmer

STP 1&2

4

Design Up fl ow I Yes:
109 standard holes, I 04
baffie bolt cooling holes
per fo rmer

Farley 1&2,
V. C. Summer,
North Anna 1

3

Converted Upfl ow I No

3

Design Upflow I No,
Former I. Yes, Formers
2-8, I 07 standard holes,
120 baffle bolt cooling
holes

Plants

Byron 1&2,
Braidwood 1&2,
Catawba l &2,
Yogtle I,
Seabrook I,
Millstone 3,
Wolf Creek,
Callaway,
Comanche Peak
1&2

Yogtle 2

Shearon Harris I,
Beaver Valley 2

Smallest
Hole
Diameter
(in)

Former Flow
Area (in 2 )

BB Flow Area (in 2 )

a,c
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Table RAI-6.4-3 Summary of Westinghouse Down flow Barrel/Baffle Alternate Flow
Path
No.
Loops

Plants

Upper Head
Spray Nozzle
Design

D.C. Cook 1&2,
Indian Point 2&3 ,
Diablo Canyon I,
Salem 1&2

4

T-Hot

Sequoyah 1&2

4

T-Cold

North Anna 2 1,
Surry 1&2,
H.B. Robinson 2,
Turkey Point 3&4

3

T-Hot

Smallest
Hole
Diameter (in)

UHSN Flow
Area (in 2)

Upper Downcomer
F low Area (in 2)

.

. a,c

.

1

Note North Anna Unit 2 is now a converted upflow configuration that is equiva lent to North Anna Unit I in
Table RAI-6.4-2.

Table RAI-6.4-4 Summary of Combustion Engineering Shroud Alternate Flow Paths

Plants

Shroud
Design

Holes in
Lower
Core
Support
Plate

Pal isades

Upflow

Yes

Fort Calhoun

Up flow

Yes

St Lucie I,
Calvert Cliffs ,
Millstone 2,
Waterford 3

Up flow

No

Smallest Hole Diameter
(in)

Flow Area (in 2 )

Shroud Flow
Area (in 2)

. a,c
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Table RAI-6.4-4 Summary of Combustion Engineering Shroud Alternate Flow Paths

Plants

Shroud
Design

Holes in
Lower
Core
Support
Plate

Smallest Hole Diameter
(in)

Flow Area (in 2)

Shroud Flow
Area (in 2)

a,c
St Lucie 2

Up flow

No

AN02

Up flow

No

Palo Verde 1,2&3

Up flow

No

Table RA l-6.4-5 Summary of B&W Alternate Flow Paths

Plant

Plant Type

Oconee I, 2, 3
TMl-1
A 0 -1
DB-I

B&W

Sma llest
Hole
Diameter
(in)

[

Former Plate Flow Area
(in 2)

Baffle Flow Area
(in 2)

r
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Figure RAI-6.4-2 Typical Westinghouse 3-Loop Design Uptlow Former Plate with Baffle Bolt Cooling
Holes
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Table RAI-6.4-6 Comparison of Reynolds Num bers from Alternate Flow Path Testing to Plant Conditions
Plant Type

Subscale Facility

Geometry

Flow Rate= 0.75 1mm
Re

Flow Rate= 2 1mm
Re

Flow Rate= 4 1mm
Re

Test Column

904

24 10

4821

[

]"·c Hole Diameter

1841 3

49102

98205

[

]a,c Hole Diameter

6138

16367

32735

Plant Type

Geometry

Flow Rate= 25 1mm
Re

Flow Rate= 75 1mm
Re

F low Rate= 125 onm
Re

Westinghouse 4-Loop
Converted Uptlow

BB Channel

1036

2763

4490

Former Plate

3369 - 5513

8983 - 14700

14598 - 23888

BB Channel

1037

2766

4495

Former Plate

3094 - 3442

8250 - 9179

13405-14916

BB Channel

901

2703

4505

Former Plate

5407

16221

27034

BB Channel

1081

2883

4685

Former Plate

3466

9243

15020

Westinghouse 4-Loop
Downtlow, T-hot

Upper Downcomer

993

2648

4303

UHSNs

23445

62519

101593

Westinghouse 4-Loop
Downtlow, T-cold

Upper Downcomer

993

2648

4303

UHSNs

5332

14219

23106

Westinghouse 3-Loop
Downtlow, T-hot

Upper Downcomer

1105

2947

4789

UHSNs

2 1506

5735 1

93 195

Westinghouse 4-Loop Design
Uptlow
Westinghouse 3-Loop
Converted Uptlow
Westinghouse 3-Loop Design
Uptlow

B&W

BB Channel

877

2631

4384

Mid-plane Former Plate

1279

3836

6394

Other Former Plates

2390

7169

11948
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RAI-6.5

Figure 3-35 shows two of the dP sensors sensing lines across the bottom nozzle, p-grid, and a bottom
grid. Verify the accuracy of this configuration. Was any dP attributed to build up at the bottom "bottom
grid?"

Response
The test configuration for Tests Tl 52 through Tl 78 is correct as shown in Figure 3-35. The DPl L and
DP I H pressure instrumentation spanned the bottom nozzle, P-grid, and bottom grid. Based on visual
inspection of the bottom grid during testing, debris collection on the bottom grid was not observed.
Therefore, no portion of the recorded pressure drop results was attributed to debris collection on the
bottom grid. This trend is consistent with the WCAP-16793-NP-A, Revision 2 (Reference RAI-6.5-1)
test program which also did not observe significant debris capture on the first grid above the P-grid.
References

RAJ-6.5-1

WCAP-16793-NP-A, Revision 2, " Evaluation of Long-Term Cooling Considering
Particulate, Fibrous and Chemical Debris in Recirculating Fluid," July 2013.
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RAl-6.6
Some of the plots of head loss vs. time indicate that head loss is increasing at the termination of the test.
Discuss whether the tests were allowed to run until a stable head loss was achieved. If not, how was it
determined that adequate data had been collected to ensure valid results were obtained for the overall
evaluation?

Response
The subscale test procedure defines two criteria for test termination: ( l) the test time is greater than or
equal to 75 minutes and (2) the pressure drop trend is flat or almost flat. The first termination criterion is
based on the debris delivery profiles described in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 3.2.3 . Based on
these calculations, more than 99.9 percent of the total debris source has been injected prior to 75 minutes.
Since all of the debris has been injected, additional significant head loss increase is not expected.
The second termination criterion, as written in the procedures, is to determine if the pressure drop trend
was "flat" by looking at the rate of pressure drop increase over the last two minutes of the test. If the rate
of change over the two minute interval was less than 0.05 psid per minute then the pressure drop trace
was determined to be flat (i.e., the pressure drop was stable) and the test was terminated. For example,
Figure RAI-6 .6-1 shows the pressure drop results from Test Tl 76 over the last two minutes of the test.
The end points of the red line correspond to the data points used to determine the pressure drop rate of
increase. At 73 minutes the pressure drop is approximately 15 .56 psid, and at 75 minutes the pressure
drop is approximately 15.61 psid. Therefore, the rate of pressure drop increase is 0.025 psid per minute
over the last two minutes of the test.
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Figure RAI-6.6-1 Pressure Drop Data from the Last Two Minutes of Test Tl 76
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RAI-6.7
Define the term "estimated component of total capture due to fiber" in Figures 5-3 I and 5-35 .

Response
The term "estimated component of total capture due to fiber" used in WCAP- I 7788, Volume 6,
Figures 5-3 I and 5-35 represents the anticipated capture efficiency level attributed to the creation of the
fiber bed assuming that no particulate debris is captured and assuming a fibrous debris penetration
independent of p:f ratio. The fibrous debris penetration values were
between [
assumed based on the fibrous debris quantity collected during fiber only tests. The estimated component
of total capture due to fiber, E, is shown in the form of an equation below:

t ·c

where,
E=

Estimated component of total capture due to fiber (percent),

Mr=

Fiber mass (g),

Mtp =

Assumed mass of fibrous debris penetration (between [

Mp =

Particulate mass (g).

]"'° (g),

A curve is provided for the estimated component of total capture due to fiber at both the [
]a,c bound of the assumed fibrous debris penetration.
WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 5.2.8 will be revised as identified below:

The increase in pressure drop as a Junction of p.f ratio for the 10 µm particulate shown in
Figure 5-30 is marginal considering the large range ofp.f ratios examined. This can be explained by
evaluating the capture efficiency results shown in Figure 5-31 and Figure 5-32. Figure 5-31 shows
the total capture efficiency based directly on the post-test bag filter weights for a range ofp.f ratios.
The total capture efficiency accounts for both fibrous and particulate debris penetration. Figure 5-31
shows a capture efficiency ranging from [
which
corresponds to a fiber only condition. This represents a range of [
grams offibrous
debris penetration. Assuming the fibrous debris penetration mass is independent of the particle
loading, the results at a 0:1 p.f ratio can be extended to estimate the component of the total capture
efficiency that is attributable to fiber penetration. This estimate is provided in Figure 5-31 and
Figure 5-35 for fibrous debris penetration values of f
grams and is referred to as the
estimated component of total capture due to fiber. The difference between the total capture
efficiency, which is taken directly from the filter bag measurements, and the estimated component of
total capture due to fiber represents the estimated particle capture efficiency. The estimated particle
capture efficiency is shown in Figure 5-32. Figure 5-32 shows that [

re

re

re
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RAl-6.8
Figure 5-39 shows that at a particulate-to-fiber (p/f) ratio of 30:1, the grid has a much higher head loss
than the prototypical inlet geometry. At a p/f of 10:1, the bottom nozzle produced limiting head loss. At
a p/f of 50: 1, both the grid and bottom nozzle had about the same head loss. Justify that the conclusion in
Section 5.3.1.1, that the core entrance geometry showed a more significant pressure drop than the single
grid geometry. Could the grid result in limiting headloss for some conditions as appears to be the case
illustrated in Figure 5-39?

Response
Testing showed that a single grid could result in higher or equivalent head loss. However, a single grid is
not prototypic of an in-plant scenario as there is always a core inlet geometry (bottom nozzle). upstream
from the grid which will act to either limit the amount of debris which can reach the grid or disrupt the
flow of debris to the grid, hindering the formation of a uniform debris bed on the grid.
The test results with Westinghouse core inlet geometries presented in WCAP-17788, Volume 6,
Section 5.3.1.2.2 showed that the collection of fiber on the bottom nozzle resulted in minimum debris
penetration and capture on the downstream grid(s). For the "Final-Low" experiments presented in this
section, no appreciable pressure drop was measured across the downstream grid for any of the test series
results (Test Series 58, 61, 57, 56, 51, and 52). The "Final-Mid" and "Final-High" experiment results
presented in Section 5.3.1.2.2 did.result in some debris penetration and bed formation on the downstream
grid; however, as shown in Figures 5-45 and 5-46, the pressure drops measured across the downstream
grid for these test series (Test Series 47, 48, 49, 53, 54, and 55) were significantly lower than those
measured across the inlet geometry (bottom nozzle). As such, for the range of tested flow conditions, a
uniform fiber bed capable of acting as an efficient particulate filter was not able to form on the
downstream grid, and the. debris collection, which created the high head loss seen in the high p:f ratio
single-grid tests, was not possible. This illustrates the importance of the bottom noZ.Zle in dictating the
formation of the fiber bed.
For the AREY A core inlet geometry test results presented in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 5.3.2,
while more appreciable pressure drops were measured across the downstream grid in the "Final-Mid" and
"Final-High" flow profile tests shown in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figures 5-56 and 5-57, respectively,
these pressure drops were significantly lower than those measured during the "Final-Low" experiments
which featured stable debris bed formation. As discussed in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 5.3.2, the
pressure drop measured at the downstream grid location for the "Final-Low" tests was insignificant.
Therefore, these test results support the conclusion that debris bed formation on the core inlet geometry at
the "Final-Low" flow condition is limiting with respect to pressure drop.
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WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 5.3.1.2.2 will be revised as identified below:

Figure 5-43 and Figure 5-44 show results of the pf ratio study performed following the "Final-Low"
flow profile provided in Section 3.3. Error bars are shown only for the Test Series 51, 56 and 57
results since repeats were not performed as part of the other test series. The results show [

Results following the "Final-Mid" and "Final-High" flow profiles are shown in Figure 5-45 and
Figure 5-46. [
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RAl-6.9
In Figures 5-47 and 5-51, it appears that lower fiber loads result in higher head losses when p/fratios and
other test parameters are maintained constant. The results are discussed on pages 5-35 and 5-39. The
conclusion is that there may have been experimental bias that caused this result (Debris Injection System
(DIS) tank mixing/particulate settling), but the theory could not be confirmed. The trend of increasing
head loss at lower fiber loads appears to be consistent across several tests. If the potential causes were as
discussed, would the results have been more random? Explain how the stronger bias with increasing p/f
ratio explains the particulate settling theory. Explain how lower fiber loads can result in higher head
losses.

Response
As described in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 5.1.2, after changing to DIS Configuration 2, it was
necessary to implement a high concentration tank (HCT) drain-down procedure as described in
WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 3 .2.3. The initial design of the DIS was aimed at maintaining ideal
mixing in the HCT and LCT. However, with reduced level, the ideal ratio of liquid level to tank diameter
was not maintained. Near the end of some experiments, particle settling was observed in the outer region
of the HCT bottom. To avoid incomplete transport of particulate debris, a procedure was implemented to
pulse the mixer near the end of the experiments to. re-entrain the settled particles into the mixed
suspension. This slightly skewed.the delivery rate of particulate, resulting in some experimental bias .
.As shown in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure 5-1, the HCT tank is drained from approximately 18 in. to
6 in. ,during the first 18 minutes of each experiment that was completed with DIS Configuration 2.
During this drain-down period, the ideal ratio of liquid level to tank diameter was not maintained. As
such, it is expected that some particulate settling occurred during the first 18 minutes of each test. Once
the HCT tank reached the 6 in. level, the mixer was pulsed in approximately. 2 minute intervals to
maintain the particulate in suspension. During the 18 minute drain-down period it can be expected that
the larger particulates tended to settle more readily than the smaller ones. Based on this theory, the
particulate size distribution injected at the. beginning of each experiment would have been biased toward
smaller size particles and the size distribution injected at the end of the test would have been biased
toward larger size particles.
The subscale head loss program has demonstrated that larger particulates will be captured in a fibrous
debris bed at a higher efficiency and that higher in-bed particulate loads result in higher head losses.
Considering the theory described above regarding the bias in particulate size distribution, it can be
expected that the rate of pressure drop increase during the drain-down period would be slower compared
to the time period after the drain-down because less particulates would be captured in the debris bed
during the drain-down period.
However, particulate capture is a complex process and depends on other factors besides particulate size.
Another main contributor to particulate capture is the debris bed morphology. As more fibrous debris is
injected into the subscale test section, the debris bed increases in thickness, and the particulate capture
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efficiency improves significantly. Eventually, the debris bed will become thick enough that all
particulates will be captured in the debris bed regardless of size. Also related to the debris bed
morphology, as particulates are captured within the debris bed, the pore sizes of the debris bed decrease,
and thus, the debris bed will capture particulates, especially smaller size particulates, more efficiently.
Considering the above discussion, a complete understanding of the trends observed in WCAP-17788,
Volume 6, Figures 5-4 7 and 5-51 is not possible given the limited set of experimental data. However, an
understanding of the physical processes occurring during the experiments can be used to explain that any
experimental bias associated with DIS tank mixing and particulate settling will be more systematic than
random. Further, experiments conducted with lower fibrous debris loads would be expected to experience
a stronger bias due to the particulate setting theory.
WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure 5-47 presents head loss results from Test Series 59, 57, and 60, all
conducted with a 12: 1 p:f ratio and fibrous debris loads of 8 g, 12.5 g, and 15 g, respectively. Assuming
that the HCT drain-down procedure has minimal impact on the fibrous debris injection rate,
WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure 3-7 can be used to determine the injected fiber quantity at the time the
HCT drain-down period ends (18 minutes). Based on WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure 3-7, at
18 minutes, Test Series 59 has injected 4.8 g fiber, Test Series 57 has injected 7.5 g offiber,.and Test
Series 60 has injected 9 g of fiber. As described previously, debris beds with a higher fibrous debris
loading will capture particulate more effectively. Since Test Series 60 has the highest fibrous.debris load
at the time the HCT has finished draining; this test will have the highest particulate capture efficiency. As
such, any experimental bias related to the settli~g of larger particulates in the HCT will be minimized.
Conversely, Test Series 59 has only injected 4.8 g of fiber at the time the _HCT finishes draining; thus, it
will have the lowest particulate capture efficiency and the head loss will be impacted the most by the
delayed arrival of larger particulates ..
The same behavior can be seen in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure 5-51, which presents head loss results
from Test Series 83, 76, and 72, all conducted with a 40: 1 p:f ratio and fibrous debris loads of 5 g, 9 g,
and 12.5 g, respectively. Based on WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure 3-7, at 18 minutes, Test Series 83
injected 3 g of fiber, Test Series 76 injected 5.4 g of fiber, and Test Series 72 injected 7.5 g of fiber. The
pressure drop transient for Test Series 72 shows that the rate of pressure drop increase had increased
sharply before 7.5 g of fiber had been injected; therefore, any delayed injection of larger particulates
would have a minimal effect of the head loss. Conversely, the pressure drop from Test Series 83 does not
· begin to increase until after 3 g of fiber had been injected.
Although the above discussion does not confirm the particulate settling theory with absolute certainty, it
does explain why any bias due to particulate settling in the HCT during the drain-down procedure would
be expected to be more systematic as opposed to random. It also suggests that a stronger bias would
occur during tests conducted with smaller fibrous debris loads and provides an explanation as to why tests
conducted with lower debris loads can result in higher head losses.
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RAI-6.10

Provide the basis for the assumption that sensitivities conducted with the single grid geometry are valid
for the core inlet geometry cases. For example, in the parametric study of head loss vs. fiber mass, it was
not apparent from the test results that the single grid tests reflect~d a similar response when compared to
the tests with the core inlet geometry. Some of the conclusions from the single grid sensitivities were not
confirmed in tests with core inlet geometries.

Response
The single grid sensitivity tests were intended to identify important parameters; the specific parameters
investigated were the DIS configuration, debris concentration, total injected. fiber mass, coolant
chemistry, grid flow area, particulate size, flow rate, and p:f ratio. The intent of these parametric studies
was to investigate and identify which variables were important to pressure drop generation and which
were negligible using consistent grid geometry .. Those variables that were identified as being important to
the generation of a pressure drop were considered in the final geometry testing featuring multiple core
inlet geometries and multiple grid designs. To support this approach, the assumption was made that the
basic relationships observed during the single grid sensitivities remain applicable for test configurations
with core inlet geo~etries.
The single grid tests provided a common basis for which to test different variables using the same capture
geometry and to observe the effects of each variable on pressure drop. The single grid geometry has been
shown to promote bed formation more readily than the more complex core inlet geometries, and
therefore, allowed for more consistent fiber bed formation. This was important because, while the
parametric studies were performed using a single grid, the primary focus was to observe the relationship
of each variable with respect to a consistent fiber bed and its formation. Because the relationships
observed during the parametric study are primarily attributed to the fiber bed itself and what promotes its
formation, not the capture geometry, then these relative relationships hold true with a fiber bed formed on
a core inlet geometry as well as a single grid. Therefore, it was determined that additional confirmation
of the single grid sensitivity test results, with each core inlet geometry, was not required. Further, the
only single grid sensitivities not explicitly confirmed in the core inlet geometry tests were coolant
chemistry (pH and buffer type) and particulate size.
The single grid results concluded that coolant chemistry has only a secondary effect with regard to debris
bed formation and head loss. There are two factors that coolant chemistry can have on debris bed
formation and head loss: (1) the coolant chemistry can impact particulate capture and rete1:1tion
mechanisms as described in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Section 2.2.4, and (2) the coolant chemistry
physical properties can directly influence the pressure drop (see WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Equation 2-5).
In the case of fluid properties, the differences in viscosity and density between the solutions tested in the
subscale program indicate that this is a minimal effect. In the case of capture and retention mechanisms,
water chemistry is only important when particulates are much smaller than those considered in the
subscale testing. The results of the single grid coolant chemistry parametric study confirmed that coolant
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chemistry had little to no effect on the formation of debris beds and the resulting head loss over the range
of conditions investigated. As such, there was no need to confirm this result using a core inlet geometry.
With regard to particulate size, the single grid sensitivities concluded that particulate size can have an
important effect on head loss since larger particulates will capture. in a fibrous debris bed with a higher
efficiency. This same behavior would occur regardless of the capture geometry used to form the debris
bed.
The example provided, comparing the parametric study of head loss vs. fiber mass using the single grid to
those performed using the core inlet geometry, is discussed in detail in the response to RAl-6.9. The
response to RAI-6.9 addresses sources of bias in the test results with the core inlet geometry which skew
the results away from those shown in the parametric study. This is because the head loss vs. fiber load
study performed with the single grid results used DIS Configuration I which maintained a constant level
in the HCT tank such that ideal mixing was maintained and particulate settling was minimized. Further,
the single grid study used a single l 0 micron particulate size. The smaller particulate size would have
been less likely to settle in the HCT tank. If particulate settling did occur, the experimental bias would
have been less significant since the particulates had a uniform size distribution.
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RAI-6.11

Table 3-6 provides a dimension of the tested bottom nozzle with a gap. The open flow area ratio is larger
than the open flow area ratio of·the Robust Fuel Assembly (RFA) Bottom Nozzle as reported in
Table 3-5. How is this potential non-conservatism accounted for in the test results?

Response
The tested bottom nozzle with a gap was used to investigate the gap geometry effect on head loss.
[

t'e

This behavior supports the conclusion made in RAI-6.2 that the gap between the test section of
the flow housing wall present in the WCAP-16793-NP-A, Revision 2 test program may have

[

re

Results from this testing were also compared to single grid results. Comparing the bottom nozzle with a
gap to the single-grid test results ·showed [

Given this observation, a second bottom nozzle geometry representing a central region (no gap) was
designed and used for the final limits testing. The open flow area ratio for the design without a gap is
provided in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Table 3-7. As shown in the table, the open flow area ratio of this
design is less than the open flow area ratio of the RF A bottom nozzle reported in WCAP-17788,
Volume 6, Ta~le 3-5. As such, this· potential non-conservatism is not a concern in the final limit test
results that are used to determine the limiting core inlet resistance.
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RAI-6.12

For the AFP tests, results show that pressure drop across the plate increases as flow rate increases. As
shown in Figure 5-71, the data from test I 090-AFP-T002 compares with high accuracy to the relationship
in Equation 5-1. On the other hand, the data from test 1090-AFP-T003 (Figure 5-73) do not fit the
relationship well. How was the relationship in Equation 5-1 determined to be applicable to the test
conditions?

Response
The PWROG disagrees with the statement that the data from Test I 090-AFP-T003 does not fit the
WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Equation 5-1 relationship well. The data from Test 1090-AFP-T003
(WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure 5-73) compares with the relationship in WCAP-17788, Volume 6,
Equation 5-1 with the same order of accuracy as the data from Test I 090-AFP-T002 (WCAP-17788,
Volume 6, Figure 5-71). In fact, two of the three data points from Test 1090-AFP-T003 are in better
agreement with WCAP-177~8, Volume 6, Equation 5-1 compared to the Test 1090-AFP-T002 data.
Table RAI-6.12-1 shows the measured pressure drop, the predicted pressure drop using WCAP-17788,
Volume 6, Equation 5-1, and the absolute difference. As shown in the table, the prediction of the
Test 1090-AFP-T003 data using WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Equation 5-1 is reasonable. WCAP-17788,
Volume 6, Figures 5-71 and 5-73 present the comparison in terms bf relative difference and since the
pressure drop scale on WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure· 5-73 is two orders of magnitude smaller
compared to WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Figure 5-71, the comparison (in terms of relative difference)
"appears" worse.
Instrument accuracy of the pressure transducers used to collect the AFP pressure drop data are shown in
WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Table 3-12. 1090-AFP-T002 pressure drop measurements were collected using
DPIH, and 1090-AFP-T003 pressure drop measurements were collected using DPIL. As seen in
Table RAl-6.12-1, the differences between the measured and predicted pressure drops are within the
accuracy of the instruments used to collect the data.
WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Equation 5-1 is the standard formulation for calculating pressure drop due to
minor losses. These losses represent additional energy dissipation in the flow, usually caused by
secondary flows like the ones induced by ·an abrupt area change. Although the minor loss coefficient, K,
is constant in WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Equation 5-1, it varies with different flow conditions. Factors
affecting the value of K include: the exact geometry of the abrupt area change, the flow Reynolds
number, and proximity to other components that influence the flow field. The value of K was chosen to
be 1.4, which is typical for flow through an abrupt area change. Given that all the pressure drop
predictions fall within the measurement accuracy of the instruments, there is no need to vary K to account
for changes in Reynolds number or the specific geometries used in the AFP testing. As such, the
WCAP-17788, Volume 6, Equation 5-1 relationship, and more importantly, the minor loss coefficient
selected is applicable to the AFP test conditions.
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Table RAI-6.12-1

Summary of Pressure Drop Results from the Alternate
Flow Path Testing

Test Number

Measured dP
(psid)

Predicted dP (psid)

Difference
(psid)

T002

0.220 (±0.l)

0.223

+0.003

T002

l.560 (±0.l)

l.589

+0.029

T002

6.330 (±0.l)

6.357

+0.027

T003

0.0028 (±0.01)

0.0030

+0.0002

T003

0.0210 (±0.01)

0.0200

-0.001

T003

0.0880 (±0.01)

0.0780

-0.010
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WCAP-17788-NP Mark-ups
Proposed revisions to WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 1 and Volume 6 are included in this section. After
receipt of the Final Safety Evaluation, the NRC Approved version of the TR will incorporate the proposed
revisions. Revisions are identified with revision bars in the left margin. Deleted text is identified as red
font with a single strikethrough and new text is identified as red font.
Proposed revisions to the TR are summarized as follows:
•

WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 1, pg. 4-1: Updates to the text are made consistent with the response
to RAI-1.7

•

WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 1, pgs. 6-22 - 6-25: Various corrections and updates are made
consistent with the response to RAI-1.3

•

WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 1, pg. 6-33: Updates to the text are made consistent with the response
to RAI-1.4

•

WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 1, pg. 6-33, Equation 6-25: An error in the equation is corrected

•

WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 6, pg. 5-25:
response to RAI-6.7

•

WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 6, pg. 5-35: Updates to the text are made consistent with the response
to RAI-6.8

•

WCAP-17788-NP, Volume 6, pg. 5-46, Figure 5-58: The term Ga* in the y-axis label is revised
to Ga, which is consistent with the nomenclature used in Equation 2-11 and Equation 2-13 ·

Updates to the text are made consistent with the
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WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3

4

4-1

METHOD FOR CALCULATING FIBER LIMIT

The m ethod for calculating the in-vessel debris limits described in this report is plant-specific and
depends on inputs for each plant (or group of identical plants). The remainder of this report details a
method that utilities can use to assess plant-specific debri s limits for closure ofNRC GL 2004-02.
As discussed in Section 3.6, large breaks are the focus ofGSI-191 resolution. Further, the break locations
are divided into HLBs and CLBs. Both break scenarios must be considered independently given the
difference in system response, timing of debris introduction to the fuel, and the benefits of alternate fl ow
paths (AFPs) for hot leg breaks . Section 5 identifies the maj or assumptions used in the methodology. For
plants that initially start wi th cold side recirculation, Section 4.2 outlines the methodology for HLB , and
Section 4 .3 outlines the methodology for CLB. Sections 6 and 7 provide the details of the m ethods for
calcul ati ng the amount of fiber delivered to the RCS for HLB and CLB , respectively. For UPI plants,
Section 8 provi des the m ethodology for both break locations. For the spectrum oflarge breaks, this
methodology can be used to ascertain that the amount of debris generated in containment does not
ultimately result in an excessive amount of debris (fiber and particulate) delivered to the RV such that
LTCC is compromised. The evaluation process is illustrated in Figure 4-1.
The methodology is predicated, in part, on plant-specific ECCS strainer design and the efficiency of that
strainer to collect debris. Co ntainment recircul ation sump strainers are designed to act as filters to collect
post-accident debris, thus preventing a wide range of debris from entering the ECCS and CSS . However,
a portion of the debri s may be sufficiently small or deformable to actually "pass throug h" the recirculation
sump strainer(s) and enter the ECCS and CSS. This "pass through" (also som etimes called "bypass" or
"penetration") debris in the ECCS may then enter the RCS. For either a HLB or a CLB, the CS S flow is
returned to the containment where it eventually returns to the sump and is again filtered by the
recirculation sump strainer(s) before the coolant enters either the ECCS or the CSS.
Where available, quantification of that fraction of debris that penetrates the sump strainer(s) should be
used. Otheiwise, conservative assumptions must be applied to ultimately determine allowable fiber
quantities in containment. Plants that have performed strainer testing have quantifi ed the total penetration
considering several time-dependent m echanisms. These may include initial p enetration of debris as it
builds on the sump strainer, continued penetration of debris if the sump strainer is not fully covered, and
debris shedding if the strainer is fully covered. Flow (and the corresponding debris) to the CSS suction
can also be considered if it is in operation.

Formation of chemical precipitates must also be considered. As described previously, the in-vessd fiber
evlllualiona docinented in WCAP 16793-NP-A Rev. 2 (Reforoncc 4-1) dcmomlratcd sipificmt head
loss in the presence of lhe chemical precipitate surrogate used during testing, thereby limiting the fiber
quantities. In the present effort, the method aasumcs that 1111 chemical precipitates arc aufficicndy delayed
and do not form until after a critical point where 1ufficient cooling occun a1 a rault of flow directed
throu&h the AFPI. "fetal li19Fi 9leekaga llHi te "89rie aell er &~aeli&al eifilsts after tl!ie peillt
(appFe1·ifffat1t,· 4 te Ci ltellfli) is ass111R1il, Based on autoclave testing described in Volume 5, the earliest
time tl1at total core blockage due to chemical effects is expected to occur is 4 hours. In Ill cases, this
method auumcs dw chemical precipitates fonn at 24 hours if they don't form earlier.
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Fuel Rodi

Fiber Collec:tim 1round Spuer Grid Sprilw1 I Dimples

Jla•re 6-15 Fiber Collectioa Oil l•teraal Spri•&• al Spacer Grid
6.0.2

Effect of Dehris oa Oacldiq Hellt Re•oval

The addition of debris may have an effect on the fluid pr~es in the ccre and the subsequent heat
removal ability of the water-/debria mixture. There is ample work in the open literature to indicate that the
additicn of suspended pcticulatea in a fluid will actually imp-ove heat traD1fer. Sannervik:
(Reference 6-4) meu1n1d the heat tranafer coefficient for mixturea with particle ccncentratioos of 0, 10,
20, and 30 perce~ and fomd that from 0 to 10 percent concentration, heat transfer coefficient doubled.
From 10 to 20 percent, there was an additional 25 percent increase, and a 35 percent increase fr001 10 to
30 percent The reason stated is that the "particles imeract with the wall boundary layer, causing fluid
mixing and enthalpy exchange with the fluid inside the pipe, a mechanism similar to heat transfer by
nrbulent eddy ccnvecticn.• Similar results were fomd by the experimern of Kianjah and Dhir
(Reference ~5), in which 30 µm and 100 µm glass pmticle1 showed heat transfer enhancements between
25 percent and 170 percent, with the smaller particles being mere effective. Thia is also analogoos to
sOOcoc>led nucleate boiling and diaperaed two-phase flow where liquid ch-opleta improve the wall to steam
heat tranafer coefficient because of the mixins effects. This two-phase enhancement effect is well
s~d by EPRI NP-3485 (Reference ~6) and Volume 8 of Multiphase Science and Technology,
Dispened Flow (Reference ~ 7). It is clear that the addition of debris that remains in suspension will
enhmce heat tranafer ~ to approximately ~30 percent ccncematiom. At higher ccocentraticna, this
may not be the case u the ~ effects of the debris begin to rutweigh the turbulent enhancement
effects. The following calculation relates the heated core concentratiom of deb-is with these data.

r
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The concentration of debris is the relative mass of debris to the volume ofliquid in the core. A volume
ratio of debris to liquid is also useful to calculate. Based on the TH analyses described in Section 6.1 , it is
reasonable to assume the core is no more than 50 percent voided. The system codes predict some smaller
void fraction at the point that liquid will enter the core, but assuming a larger core void fraction will
conservatively minimize the core liquid volume. The volume of liquid in the core can then be calculated
using the core flow area and the elevation difference between the bottom of the heated core region (the
approximate location of the core inlet blockage) and at least the bottom of the hot leg (location of the
break). In reality, there has to be some weir height above the bottom of the hot leg in order for liquid to
exit the break. For this calculation, that height will be neglected such that the core liquid volume is
minimized.
On a per FA basis, the CE plants have the smallest core flow area. From the TH analyses (Section 6. 1),
]a.c The flow area of the UP above a single assembly is
one FA has an area of [
[
]'·c The volume ofliquid in the core per FA can then be calculated as:
Vcore = (1 - Core Void Fraction)* Core Height * Core Area

Equation 6-5

Similarly, the volume of liquid above the core per FA can be calculated using an approximate height of
three feet from the top of the core to the bottom of the hot leg:
Vup = (1- Core Void Fraction)* Height * Area

Equation 6-6

The total volume is then:

VrotaL = Vcore

+ Vup

Equation 6-7

The volume of debris is calculated based on the proposed limit of fiber in the core rcaion and the material
density offibor and particulate. A fibor density of 1S6.l lbmlft3 is usod to reprosont individual fibers
(Reference 6-1). Particulates that may reach the core arc varied in density. A smaller density will
maximize the volume of debris. Therefore, a particulate density of 100 lbmlft3 , which corresponds to dirt
and dust, will be used (Reference 6-8). One hundred grams of fiber is 0.22 lbm. As discussed above,
above ~30 percent conccntrationa, core heat transfer may be affected. To that end, the mass of
particulates that produces this concentration can be determined.
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The volume ratio of debris to fluid per FA is calculated by :
Vdebris
Rdebris,core = - V- FA

Equation 6-8

Vdebris -- ~

Equation 6-9

where

Pt

+~
Pp

Mr =mass of fiber
Mp =

mass of particulate

Pt = density of fiber
Pp =

density of particulate

Combing and rearranging to solve for mass of particulates y ields:

Mp = ( Rdebris,core 'VFA - ; ; ) 'Pp

Equation 6-10

The concentration of debris per FA is then:

[
r~
The COl'Rlpondin1 particulate-lo-fiber (p:f) ratio is then [
The p:f ratio provided above is lower than what could be in the core region and is merely provided for
illustrative pwposes. This salsulaliea AlpR!sents lhe limilieg sase, whish assumes all debris Rlmams ill
suspeesiee wilh Be debris e:'<i:ti:Bg the bFeak. Given that-the p:f ratios- expeeted ia the eeFe aFe less thaft
~alculated above, the concentrations expected in the core are ~within the range of conditions
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studied in the litenture. Therefore. it can be concluded that the addition of debris in the cote that mnains
in suspension will not degrade the ability of the core fluid mixtm:e to remove core decay heat
The debris will displace water, which if great enough can have an effect on core cooling. If sufficient
drbris is present to effectively reduce the core mixture level below the top of the core, then core cooling
may be compromised. The amount of liquid above the top of the core was consetVatively drtermined to
be greater than [
]"-< The volume of debris at the limiting condition calculated above is

Therefore, only if all of the drbris is concentrated above the core can the amount of liquid displaced be
sufficint to reduce the core mixture l"el below the top of the core. For the particulate loads expected
(i.e., less than half of that calculated above) the core will not tmcover.

6.4.4 Summary and Conclusion
The discussion in the preceding subsections provides the basis for a conservative in-core fiber limit of
[
]a.c This limit is in addition to the amotmt of fiber that can be tolerated at the core inlet This
amount of fiber (and associated particulate) will not compromise core cooling or established BAPC
actions. This value is used in Section 65 to ellS\lfe acceptable results.

6.5

MEIBOD FOR VERIFYING HOT U:G BREAK IN-VESSEL DEBRIS lllBTS

Using the information from the previous sections, a method for calculating plant-specific fiber limits for
large HLBs for c.old leg recirculation plants was developed.. (While this Section 6 pertains mainly to cold
side recirculation plants, the method presented ha"e is flexil>le enough to also analyze UPI plants.
Guidance on how to do this is providrd as needed below.) The details of this method are descnl>ed here
in enough detail that plant engineers can determine a plant-specific fiber limit using the cakulation
method of their choosing. Demonstration cases using the described method are also provided for use by
utilities as an additional way of \ral.idating their calculations. The sections below are. intended to provide
the information necessary for a utility engineer to implement the method and ieplicate the results.

6.5.l Onniew
Following a large HLB, debris can accnmnlate in the 'FY in a llUDlber oflocations depending on the time
in the event and plant-specific parameters. For the purposes oftracking the fiber, there are sevenl key
times that should be noted:
1.

Beginning of Sump Recirculation

2.

Activation ofAFP

3.

Complete Core InJet Blockage

4.

BAPC Action
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The fiber mass in the containment spray system is equal to the fiber mass concentration through the sump
strainer times the volumetric flow rate entering the containment spray, the same concentration times the
fraction of fiber that exits the CSS and ultimately returns to the sump, y.

'

Mr.css = T/Q css

Mr.sump(t)

Mr.sump (t)
V

T/YQcss

V

Equation 6-18

The RV fiber load increases as a function of the ECCS flow rate and fiber load past the sump strainer. It
can also decrease due to fiber transported out of the break.

M'

-

f,RV -

T/

Q
ECCS

Mf,s ump(t) V

7Q

T/~

Mf ,sump(t)
EC CS

V

Equation 6-19

Equations 6-16 through 6-19 provide a description of the system in the most general sense. However, in
deriving the equations used to track fiber for the HLB methodology, two major conservative assumptions
are made. First, all fiber that enters the RV remains in the RV, meaning that no credit taken for fiber
removal by the break . This is implemented by setting ~ equal to zero. The second major assumption is
that any fiber that is diverted to the CSS will return to the sump, meaning that no credit is taken for fiber
capture throughout the containment building. This is implemented by setting y to 1.0. While these
assumptions serve as conservative simplifications, they do not preclude a utility with information about
these parameters from implementing them accordingly.
With the assumption of[, equal to zero, y equal to 1.0, constant ECCS flow rate after sump switchover
and constant strainer efficiency, these ass11111pliens ie mied; the &eneral equations used to &ovem fiber
transport are simplified into equations 6-20 through 6-23.

,
Mr.sump(t)
Mr .mmp - Qcotal
y
,
Mr.mmp(t)
Mr .screen = Qcotal
y

Equation 6-20

Mr.sv.mp(t)
T/Qcss

V

Mi.css"" O

Equation 6-21
Equation 6-22
Equation 6-23

Solving for this system of differential equations with an initial sump fiber load of Mf ,sump(O) and zero
fiber in all other locations produces the equations used to track the fiber load versus time in the sump,
sump strainer, and RV, respectively:

Mf,sump (t) = Mf ,sump (0) x

t

e-VC7/QE c cs- Qtota1C11-t))

Equation 6-24
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Mf™(t)

(11 - 1)Mt.sump (0) x Qtotal ( e -(Vc~QEccs- Qrorar(~-1))) -

Equation 6-2S

)

1

Mf .screen (t) = -------17-Q_i;_c_cs-~Q-to-ta-l-(11---1)_ _ _ _ _ __

Equation 6-26

Mr.css(t) = 0

Equation 6-27

6.5.4

Potentially Limiting Cases

Given the range of possible values for each of the preceding inputs, two potentially limiting scenarios
should be considered. The first is a scenario that most challenges the Kmax criterion at the core inlet, and
]"<).
the second is one that most challenges the maximum fiber load criterion in the core (i.e., [
Based on the discussion provided for each of the inputs in Section 6.5.2, Table 6-6 presents the
combinations ofinputs needed in order to calculate the two potentially limiting cases.
Input Biasing for Potentially Limiting Cases

Table 6-6

Core Inlet Limiting Conditions

In-Core Limiting Conditions

Time of SSO

mm

max

Active sump volume

min

max

Time of chemical precipitates

max

min

Sump strainer bypass fraction

max

max

CSS flow rate

min

min

ECCS flow rate

max

min

Time ofHLSO

max

min

Parameter

6.5.5

Methodology

Once the inputs are defined, the following steps can be used to determine whether or not the RV fiber load
criteria are met for a hot leg break for a given sump fiber load. Two separate cases should be run; one that
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This estimate is provided in Figure S-31 and Figure S-35 for fibrous debris penetration values of [
1
] ·• grams and is referred to as the estimated component of total capture due to fiber. The ditfcrcnce
between the total captW'e officioncy, which is takon dirocdy from the filter bag measurements, and the
estimated component of flt. total capture e!tieieeey 11Kfiht11eledue to HeFe11s lleefiefiber represents the
estimated particle capture efficiency. 'The estimated particle capture efficiency is shown in Fipre 5-32.
Figure S-32 shows that [

U pon compl etion of the particulate size distributi on study documented in Section 5.2.6, an additi onal p :f
rati o parametric was performed, inclusive of Test Series 34 through 42. This p:f rati o parametri c used
informati on gathered during the Section 5.2.6 size distribution study to defi ne the parti cul ate size. For
these studi es, Distribution 1 particulate, as defin ed in Secti on 3.9.2, was utili zed. As shown in Section
3.9.2, Distributi on l parti culate is a broad size di stributi on that is weighted more heav ily with parti culate
in the range of [
]"' based on the Section 5.2.6 conclusi ons. Furth ermore, the Distribution 1
particulate also included a tail of smaller particulate in an attempt to further maximi ze parti cle packing .
Figure 5-33 shows results of the p :fratio study using the Distributi on 1 parti culate. Comparison of
Figure 5-33 to Figure 5-30 shows the expected order of magnitude increase in pressure drop due to the
larger particulate size. For p:f ratios of 2 5:1, 30: 1 and 40 :1 the pressure drop exceeded the design pressure
of the test column and the pump was shut off. At a p :fratio of 50:1, the debris bed became unstable at a
pressure drop near 3 psi and the maximum press ure drop did not exceed 7 psi fo r the remai nder of the
experiment. Based on these observations, it is suggested that the mechanism for breakthrough and
instability of the debris bed was due to particulate scouring as described in Section 2.2.5.
Figure 5-34 show s res ults at a p :f ratio of 45 : 1 from Test Series 42. These results were not shown in
Figure 5-33 since bed breakthrough was observed during T137 and T139, but not during T138. During
test Tl38, the pump speed was reduced near the end of the experiment to prevent over-pressuri zing the
test column . This indicates that a p:fratio of 45:1 represents a transition from a stable to an unstabl e
debris bed for this set oftest conditions .
Figure 5-35 shows the total capture effi ciency, based on post-test bag filter weights, for all tests conducted
as part of Test Series 34 through 42. As shown in Figure 5-3 5, a transition occurs at a p :frati o of 45 :1. At
a p :fratio of 45 : 1, only 2 of the 3 experiments as part of Test Series 42 resulted in breakthrough of the
debris bed. To better understand the capture effi ciency results, the particle only capture effi ciency was
also calculated using the same method as described above. Figure 5-36 shows the estimated particle
capture efficiency. Comparison of Figure 5-36 to Figure 5-35 shows that the high total capture effi ciency
observed at low p:f ratio is attributable to fiber capture, while the particle capture efficiency only
increases with increasing p:fratio until debris bed breakthrough occurs.
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5.3.1.2.2 Flow Rate and p:fRatio Parametric Study

As described in Section 5.2.8, unstable debris beds were observed at a p:fratio of 50:1 during the singlegrid studies, but not at lower p:f ratios . This transition was only investigated for a single flow and
differential pressure profile . In addition, Section 5.3.1.1 discusses a comparison of the core entrance
geometry and single-grid results and demonstrates a significant shift in the p:fratio resulting in transition
from unstable to stable debris beds for the same flow and differential pressure profile. Since a stable
debris bed results in a more restrictive condition, a thorough investigation of the boundary between stable
and unstable conditions was undertaken for the core inlet geometry. This study focused on p:f ratio and
flow rate profile as the primary variables impacting the transition.
Figure 5-43 and Figure 5-44 show results of the p:f ratio study performed following the "Final-Low" flow
profile provided in Section 3.3. Error bars are shown only for the Test Series 51 , 56 and 57 results since
repeats were not performed as part of the other test series . The results show [

]'·'
Results following the "Final-Mid" and "Final-High" flow profiles are shown in Figure 5-45 and
Figure 5-46. [

]'·'
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the observed data trends. Equation 2-13 accowits for the influence of variable debris bed porosity on the
viscous loss tcnn, and explains the observed trends.

It should be noted that the predictions shown in Figure 5-58 require knowledge of the debris capture
efficiency and bed thickness. Measured results were used to calculate these values. A complete pressure
loss model would include a capture efficiency model and a model to account for compressibility of the
debris bed, which were not developed as part of this effort. Nonetheless, the model predictions provide
confidence in the data set, further evidence of localized bed breakthrough and [
1a.c

a,c

Ftpn S-SI Cemparisoa or Measurements (Excludia& Uastablc Bed Results) to Model Pmlktlom

!§.!§

EVALUATION OF FIBER LENGTH MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Fiber length distribution was measured for several test series to assure that the length distribution was
within the expected range of conditions predicted by the Reference 5-2 model Fiber samples were drawn
from the HCT prior to the addition of particulate while the HCT was being actively mixed by the impeller.
After a several-step dilution process, the fiber suspension was passed through a small tilter paper, which
was then pl1eed under a light microscope for image analysis. Figure 5-59 and Figure 5-60 show an
example of the image analysis before and after length measurement, respectively. These results were
taken from test T005. [
)a.c

